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ABSTRACT 
In this research dynamic modeling of a remote hybrid power system and feasibility of a 
pumped hydro storage system is presented. Existing hybrid system in Ramea, 
Newfoundland has an electrolyzer, hydrogen storage and generator system. This research 
proposes a pumped hydro storage as a replacement to the hydrogen system. Detailed 
MA TLAB-Simulink modeling has been done for every component of the Ramea hybrid 
power system. Incorporation of a pumped hydro system and some lead acid batteries will 
eliminate the low tum around efficiency of the electrolyzer and hydrogen generator 
system. The system dynamic model and simulations presented here is fast, accurate and 
includes dynamic and supervisory ·controllers. The proposed real time supervisory 
controller algorithm observes the avai lable surplus/lacking power in the system and 
regulates pump/turbine and charging/discharging of the battery bank to maintain a stable 
system frequency. This thesis presents dynamic model, supervisory controller design and 
algorithm, six case studies and detailed simulation results. This thesis also presents 
different operational modes of diesel engine generator to estimate the fuel consumption, 
no of switching and system frequency deviation. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Hybrid power systems are designed for the generation of electrical power from a number 
of power generation devices such as wind turbines, photovoltaic panels, geothennal, 
micro combined heat and power, micro-hydro and/or fossil fuel generators. Generally 
hybrid power systems are independent of large centralized electricity distribution system 
and used in remote areas. Often they are known as stand-alone power system (SAPS or 
SPS) or remote area power supply (RAPS). Storage can be used in RAPS e.g. battery 
bank, hydrogen storage, compressed air, pumped hydro storage etc. Hybrid power 
systems range from small systems designed for one or several homes to very large ones 
for remote island grids or large communi ties. RAPS are considered as a solution to 
provide electricity to many isolated communities where the large scale electrical grid 
expansion is prohibitive and the transportation of diesel is costly too. RAPS system 
diminishes fuel cost, permits green energy generation and improves the standard of living 
for the people in remote areas. [ 1] 
Abundant power of the Sun is the ultimate source of all renewable energy. From the very 
ancient time when our ancestors made fire they used the power of photosynthesis, an 
indirect from of solar energy. Solar energy which can be harnessed directly as thermal 
energy or electric energy caused by the solar radiation or indirectly as biofuel, water or 
wind energy. Continuous improvement with the technologies to harness all kind of 
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renewable energies had been observed right up to the industrial revolution and then high 
energy concentrated fossil fuels replaced most part of these renewable energy uses in the 
homes, transport system and industries. Now coal, oil and natural gas are providing 75% 
of the total energy this world needs. After 1970s several profound reasons made people to 
think seriously about renewable energy e.g. oil price hike, possibility of 'fossil fuels' 
running out, air pollution, mining accidents etc. Emergence of nuclear energy after 
World War II it seemed like the world got a cheap, clean and plentiful alternative sources 
for fossil fuels but due to increased concern about safety, waste disposal, price etc. 
development and installation of the nuclear energy has slowed down. In recent decades 
these concerns about the fossil and nuclear fuels reintroduced the attention on renewable 
energy and searching for sustainable energy sources. This kind of energy source will not 
be exhausted over time, has no environmental effect and risk of human life. Renewable or 
alternative energy sources are more sustainable than other fuels . The form of energy can 
be kinetic, gravitational, electrical and nuclear [2]. In Ramea Island, Newfoundland, 
Canada fossil fuel consumption of the isolated diesel power system has been reduced by 
installing wind turbines which use kinetic energy of the wind and converts into electrical 
energy. For more wind penetration a Hydrogen Electrolyzer and Storage (HES) system 
and 4 Hydrogen Powered Generators (HPG) capable of producing 250kW power 
altogether have been installed. In this research a pumped hydro storage (PHS) system has 
been proposed to store the excess renewable energy instead of the HEG and HPG system. 
Here energy stored in the fonn of gravitational or potential energy. This can be used later 
when energy is needed and potential energy stored in the water will convert into kinetic 
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energy and that will produce mechanical hence electrical energy by means of a water 
turbine. A storage battery bank has also been considered in this research which will store 
electrical energy for later use. 
1.2 Motivation 
In this research a new method of dynamic modeling has been developed and a 
supervisory controller has been introduced to ensure stable system operation with reduced 
diesel consumption and high wind penetration. In the following sections a brief 
description of the methods as well as motivations of this research are described. 
1.2.1 Improvement of overall performance with a suitable energy storage system 
Wind-Diesel hybrid power system is one the most popular and widely implemented 
RAPS (Remote Area Power Supply) . in the world. There are many remote communities 
which have this kind of RAPS e.g. islands of Alaska, Canada, Australia, Chile etc. [3]. 
For stable operation and high penetration of renewable energy in such system, some kind 
of energy storage system is used e.g. sealed lead acid battery, compressed air, flywheel, 
pumped hydro storage etc. Due to ·its tremendous range of uses and configurations, 
energy storages may assist renewable energy integration in any number of ways. As 
shown in Figure 1.2, compared to other energy storage systems pumped hydro storage has 
the highest discharge time at rated power but the system module size is the largest. 
Pumped hydro storage (PHS) can supply steady amount of power for a long period of 
4 
time and that is the reason for choosing this system when problem arises with enonnous 
amount of energy storing options [5]. 
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Water and gravity work together to capture off-peak power and discharge it at times of 
high demand. PHS systems use two reservoirs at different heights and take the advantage 
of natural topography. The vertical height from the lower reservoir to upper reservoir is 
considered as the 'head' ofthat particular PHS. Higher the head of a PHS system, greater 
the water pressure which results more hydropower potential. Considering bulk energy 
storage in a short period of time PHS systems are most widely used technique in the 
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world. In Table 1.1 few PHS systems under construction and recent projects already 
commissioned have been listed. According to the EPRI (Electric Power Research 
Institute) - the research arm of America's power utilities and Germany's Fraunhofer 
Institute; more than 99% of current installed energy storage capacity worldwide is PHS 
which is around 127GW in total [6]. 
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PHS is capable to accommodate sudden load swings within seconds that would otherwise 
lead to inefficient dispatch of gas, coal-fired and conventional hydropower units which 
reduce fuel costs and emissions. PHS can stabilize and provide flexibility to the grid. For 
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example, Dinorwig Pumped Storage Station in Wales, United Kingdom has peak capacity 
of 1,700 MW, is used to stabilize the entire 60 GW U.K. National Grid. This station can 
either consume energy when pumping or produce electricity when generating so a power 
"swing" of about 3.4 GW can be achieved by this single plant only. In a single day, the 
Dinorwig plant switches between consuming and producing electricity an average of 
more than 100 times. This plant has a surprising ability to ramp up and down to 
accommodate the needs of the grid which is more than I 00 MW Is to over a range of more 
than I GW [7] . 
Ta ble 1.1. List of Pumped H ydro Storage systems under construction and new projects [8] 
Under construction 
Name of Invest 
the Loca tion Capacity Details Companies 
ment 
project 
Two dams, two 
powerhouses one Consortium of Andritz 
con"taining two 70 MW Hydro and Ensulmeci 
€354 pump-turbine units and (supplying generating 
million 
Baixo Sabor River the other containing two 
equipment) and a (US$48 
in northern 171MW reversible 15.5 MW consortium of Bento Sabor Portugal uni ts. Bui ld by. Pedroso Construcoes SA 
4 
million 
Construction began in and LENA Engenharia e ). 
June 2008, and Construcoes SA (building 
scheduled to begin the proj ect) 
operating in early 2013 . 
ABB (which supplied the 
Second 75 MW unit at control system), Alstom 
the existing 140 MW 
Hydro Austria GmbH 
(which supplied the €50 
Feldsee project operating 
motor-generator, million 
Feldsee Carinthia, 75 MW since September 2009, excitation and auxiliary ($63.3 Austria two reservoirs, owned by 
systems), and Andritz VA million Karntner Elektrizitats-
Aktiengesellschaft Tech Hydro (supplier of ) the pump-turbine, digital (Kelag). governor, and shut-otT 
and globe valves). 
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Verbund Austrian H ydro 
Power AG, ABB AG, 
Andritz VA Tech Hydro, 
Two reservoirs and the Hans Kunz GmbH of 
Limberg underground 
Austria, Jakko Poyry 
2 Austria 480MW powerhouse wil l contain Group Oyj, Siemens AG Osterreich, Voith Hydro, 
two pump-turbine uni ts. WPK Werkstoff-Pianung-
Kontroll GmbH of 
Austria, and YIT Austria 
GmbH. 
Four 250 MW reversible 
vertical Francis pump- CHFI . 
Lin thai turbines and four 280 Kraftwerke Linth- 8 
Limmern Valley in IGW MY A vertical Limmern AG, ABB Ltd, billion 
eastern asynchronous motor- Alstom Hydro, Nexans, ($ 1.77 
Switzerland generator units. Poyry billion) 
Expected to begin 
operating in 2015. 
Four !57 MW vertical 
Francis revers ible pump- Nant de Drance SA, CHF99 
turbines and four 170 Alpiq, federal railway 0 
Nant de southwest 600MW MY A vertical group SBB, and Forces 
million 
Drance Switzerland asynchronous motor- Motrices Valaisannes, AF ($950 
generators. Expected to Colenco and Alstom million 
begin operating fully in Hydro SA Switzerland ) 
2017. 
Four 320 MW units 
Guangdong 
consisting of pump- CSG Power Generation 
Qingyuan Province, 1.28GW turbines, motor- Company and Toshiba generators. Expected to China be commissioned in Corporation 
October 20 14. 
Reisseck!Kr 
€335 
euzeck 
million 
Reisseck complex in 430MW Expected commissioning Verbund Austrian Hydro ($4 12 2 Upper in 20 14 Power AG and Poyry 
million 
Carinthia, ) 
Austria 
New Projects online 
Soske Elektrarne Nova 
Gorica d.o.o., Gorenje 
One variable speed d.d.; HSE Invest; a € 122 
consortium of Melco, 
Soca River reversible vertical Rud is, and Simitomo, 
mil lion 
Avce in Slovenia 185MW Francis pump-turbine. Mikomi d.o.o.; 
($ 164 
Began producing Mitsubishi; Montavar million 
e lectricity in Apri l 20 I 0. 
metalna nova d.o .o.; and a ) 
consortium of Primorje 
d.d. and SCT d.d. 
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UAH5 . 
Dnister In total, the plant 
8 
Dnister River in 2268 contains seven identical UkrHydro Open Joint 
billion 
Ukraine MW units. Began operating in Stock Company 
($720 
January 20 I 0 mi llion 
) 
State Grid, East China CNY8. 
Anhui Two reservoirs, total Grid, Jiangsu Electric 2 
Jixi Province, 1.8GW storage volume of 21.85 Power, Shanghai Electric bill ion 
China mill ion m
3 Began Power, Xuangcheng ($1 .2 
operating in July 20 I 0 municipal government, bi ll ion) 
and the local government 
PHS systems are cost effective in long run, environment friendly as they do not produce 
any hazardous gases or chemicals, long functional life, have low operational maintenance 
etc. And unlike different kind of storage batteries system efficiency of a pumped hydro 
storage doesn't decline that much over time. There are some issues with PHS systems e.g. 
high initial capital, a clean water source nearby at lower level as the lower reservoir and 
suitable large flat area with an appropriate natural height to build the higher reservoir. 
All of the factors above motivate to implement a PHS system at Ramea Island where a 
suitable place is already there and hydrogen system is not giving an accepted efficiency. 
Moreover H2 gas is hazardous and takes large volume for storage. Proposed PHS could 
store 685kWh energy in the upper reservoir. For high penetration of wind energy in 
Ramea Wind-Diesel hybrid system and reduced diesel consumption, PHS is the best 
option. 
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1.2.2 Meet the customer demand when needed 
Objectives of this thesis are to develop and study dynamic model, supervisory and 
dynamic controllers for a remote hybrid power system and integrate an optimum sized 
pumped hydro storage in it. This pumped storage system should flatten the intermittent 
generation and try to follow the demand curve by pumping when energy is surplus and 
generating electricity when generation is less and demand is high. Optimal sizing refers to 
the size of system components including reservoir, penstock, reversible machines and 
associated electrical control. Size of the system depends on the demand variation, 
maximum demand, wind speed availability and trend, suitable site, available energy 
sources etc. Dynamic controller is required to operate a pumped hydro storage system for 
optimum power output, efficiency and economic benefits. Key purpose of this control is 
to meet the customers demand whatever the actual generation is. 
1.2.3 Reducing the diesel consumption, high cost of energy and environmental 
impact 
As shown in Figure 1.3, Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (NLH) has 21 isolated diesel 
generating stations serving approximately 4,400 customers with 31 MW of net capacity 
[9] . Amongst these 15 are in Labrador and 6 are on the island part of the province. Boats 
and aircrafts are the only means to access 12 of these plants. The rest of the places are 
connected with public highway system. Except Ramea which has daily truck deliveries, 
only marine tankers are used to deliver fuel to all of these plants which is costly, time 
consuming and involves environmental hazards. Due to the high cost of service for these 
10 
remote communities Newfoundland government subsidize the cost of utility which is in 
fact affecting the economy. From below comparison we can see that consumer of diesel 
plants are paying a little more than what domestic grid connected customers are paying 
but generation cost is much higher for diesel plants [ 1 0] and moreover government is 
giving rebates to the consumers . 
Newfoundland and Labrador Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities (the Public 
Utilities Board or PUB) regulates all utilities in Newfoundland and Labrador by the 
Electrical Power Control Act 1994 (EPCA) . As part of its Northern Strategic P lan the 
Provincial Government of Labrador announced an electricity rebate to reduce the cost of 
basic electricity consumption for Hydro residential customers in Labrador's coastal rural 
isolated diesel and the Labrador Straits communities (approximately 2,600 customers) in 
July 2007. This rebate is not included in the PUB-approved rates. The average monthly 
electricity rebate is approximately $45-$65 depending on usage [ 11]. 
Newfoundland Power and NL Hydro electricity rate for Domestic Services [1 2] [13] 
Basic Customer Charge: 
Not Exceeding 200 Amp Service ... ...... .. ... .. .. .... ............. ....... ..... .... .... .... ... $ 15.68 per month 
Exceeding 200 Amp Service .. ...... ...... .. ..... .... .. ....... ... ...... ... ... .. .... .. .... ........ $20.68 per month 
Energy Charge: 
All kilowatt-hours ...... ...... .... ... ..... .. ... .... ... .... ............. .. ... ............... ... .. .... @ 10.945¢ per kWh 
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Figure 1.3. Remote diesel plants in Newfoundland and Labrador 1101 
NL Hydro power electricity rate for Domestic Diesel [ 13) 
Basic Customer Charge: ....... .. .... ........ .... .. .. ... .... .. .......................... ... ..... $15.68 per month 
Exceeding 200 Amp Service: .. ..... .. .. .... .. ... ..... .. .. ...... .. .......... .... .. .. .... ... .... . $20.68 per month 
Energy Charge: 
First Block (See Table Below) kilowatt-hours per month ......... .. .. ... .. @ 10.945 ¢ per kWh 
Second Block (See Table Below) kilowatt-hours per month .. .. ...... .. . @ 12.373 ¢ per kWh 
All kWh over 1000 ki lowatt-hours per month ...... .. ...... .. .. .. ........ .. ...... @ 16.776 ¢ per kWh 
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Table 1.2. Rates for diesel powered electricity [13] 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
First 1000 1000 900 900 800 800 700 700 700 800 900 1000 Block 
Second 0 0 100 100 200 200 300 300 300 200 100 0 Block 
Exhausts of these diesel generators are polluting the environment. On site large volume 
fuel storage is another issue. Because· of the short shipping season, in the communities of 
Northem Labrador a minimum storage of 9 months ' supply is maintained and in 
Newfoundland it is at least one month suppl y. On the other hand, Nain, Cartwright and 
Ramea, these larger plants are full scaled automated for varying load management. Rest 
of the plants have semi-automated system where each units have automatic system with 
run-up and synchronizing etc. a plant operator is required for the total load management. 
[ 1 0] 
1.2.4 Intelligent supervisory controller 
Industrially available supervisory controllers can control several diesel and/or gas 
generators, wind turbines and photovoltaic inverters. It also monitor/control multiple 
secondary loads (thermal loads, water pumpmg, desalination, ice-making), 
charge/discharge management of the battery bank/flywheel, load feeders , load shading, 
dispatch optimal combination of generators to meet load with highest fue l efficiency, 
seamless transition between diesel-on and diesel-off modes of operation etc. An industrial 
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supervisory controller also has an operator interface, fault detection and annunciation 
system, performance data logging system, remote access vta Ethernet/wired 
communication system etc. An industrial-type panel mount computer with color touch 
screen monitor as shown in Figure 1.4 is the heart of a supervisory controller. It offers 
powerful operator interfaces and variety of options for dispatch and remote connectivity. 
The operator interface provides great flexibility to change the operating strategy through a 
variety of user-settable parameters [ 14]. 
Figure 1.4. An example of Wind Turbine Overview screen of the supervisory controller in a Wind-
Diesel system at Selawik, Alaska [Regenerated from [15]] 
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In dynamic modeling of Ramea an intelligent supervisory controller has been designed 
which can be used to manage all components, their outputs and operating mode and 
priority sequences. 
1.3 Methodology 
Ramea is a small island located off the south coast of Newfoundland, Canada. This island 
was selected by the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro as the first pilot project site in 
2004 for a hybrid power system which is a pioneer project in the world to integrate wind, 
hydrogen and diesel generation in an isolate power system. The primary goal was to 
demonstrate substantial enhancement of energy efficiency and reliability after integrating 
Wind-Diesel Integrated Control System (WDICS) in the island's grid which can reduce 
the use of fossil fuel by hosting renewable wind energy in remote and isolated location. 
Here wind energy has been used to supplement the diesel requirements of the remote 
community which will reduce the required storage of fuel, cost and pollution [ 16]. Every 
year this wind-diesel pilot system is generating almost 106 kWh of electricity and 
offsetting nearly 750 tons of greenhouse gas emissions per annum [17] [18]. Presently 
transmission and distribution system for a total of 29.2MW of diesel generation in 
Newfoundland is operated and maintained by Transmission and Rural Operations (TRO) 
ofNewfoundland [19]. 
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Figure 1.5. 3*100kW Northern power 100 wind turbines in Ramea island 
Ramea Wind-Diesel-Hydrogen energy system has three 1 OOkW NorthemPowerl 00 
[Figure 1.5] and six 65kW Windmatic 15s [Figure 1.6] wind turbines (WT). Three diesel 
engine generators (DEG) with a capacity of 925kW each are used as the main power 
sources. As storage, a Hydrogen Electrolyzer and Storage (HES) and a 250kW Hydrogen 
Powered Generator (HPG) have been installed. When generated wind energy surpasses 
the load demand the electrolyzer produces hydrogen from water electrolysis which is 
stored in the storage tanks. And when harnessed wind power is inadequate to supply the 
total load the stored hydrogen is fed into a HPG as a fue l which delivers electricity to the 
grid and maintains the stability [ 18]. This HES system produces hydrogen at 70% 
efficiency and HPG generates electricity at less than 35% efficiency. Overall it gives a 
16 
poor tum around conversion efficiency that is less than 25% [20] . Due to its complexity 
Ramea system has many operational issues that's why so far, it never operated as 
designed. 
Figure 1.6. 6*65kW Windmatics lSs wind turbines in Ramea island 
Detailed information, analysis and dynamic simulation for the optimal stze and site 
selection of a pumped hydro storage (PHS) system replacing the HES and HPG have been 
presented in Reference [2 1] . It has been shown that almost 3 7% renewable energy 
fraction can be attained using a 150~W PHS system with a 3932m3 water reservoir at 
63m height on top of 'Man of War' hill as shown in Figure 1.7. Topographical map of 
that hill shows that it has 2000m2 of area to build a 2m high hydro storage reservoir. 
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Figure 1.7. Top of 'Man of War' hill at Ramea Island 
Figure 1.8. Block diagram of Ramea Wind-Diesel hybrid power system with a proposed pumped 
hydro storage system, battery bank and controllable dump load 
I8 
In Reference [2I] only 24s of dynamic simulation had been presented as it took days of 
computer time to simulate I minute .of system operation which didn't even converge in 
the time period of II s to I6s. Simple first order modeling of every system component can 
significantly reduce the simulation time, make the analysis easier and gives fairly 
accurate solutions. 
A simple, fast and novel method has been introduced in this research work to simulate the 
system dynamics of Ramea hybrid power system with a proposed pumped hydro storage 
(PHS) system. As the block diagram in Figure 1.8, a Battery bank (BB) has been used to 
supply or store the intermittent power. as induction motor (IM) and centrifugal pump (CP) 
or turbine and generator require some time to reach a certain operating point and have 
larger time constant than a BB. A PWM controlled dump load (DL) has also been used to 
dump the excess power. PID controllers have been used with all of the subsystems. 
Characteristic data and parameters of the aforementioned WTs and DEG used in Ramea 
hybrid system are taken from the respective manufacturers. All other subsystem models 
e.g. CP, Pelton Wheel Turbine (PWT), BB have been created using first principle and 
practical model. 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
Detailed literature study has been included in the next chapter. Following three chapters 
contain three manuscripts of the author. 
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In the first part of this study a novel method of dynamic modeling of the hybrid system 
with I 51 order transfer functions (TF) are considered with proportional controller with all 
the subsystems. Simulink function blocks have been used here with characteristics and 
dynamic equations of the corresponding components implemented in MA TLAB code. 
Simulation has been done for average wind and load data of Ramea and for IOOOOs. This 
model calculates only active power flow. DEG has been regulated from 30% to I 00% 
rated and no dump load. A simple supervisory controller has been used here. Details of 
this study are provided in Chapter 3. This chapter has been accepted, published in the 
conference proceedings and presented in the IEEE Newfoundland Electrical and 
Computer Engineering Conference 2012, St. John 's, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Canada. 
In the second part of this study PID controllers have been used as dynamic controller with 
an intelligent and complicated supervisory controller. Hybrid system configuration has 
been modified by adding a controllable dump load to mitigate the frequency swelling. 
More complex dynamic control of DEG has been introduced here to reduce fuel 
consumption and increase system frequency stability. Simulations have been done for one 
day (86400s). Six extreme cases are considered to observe the operation of supervisory 
controller. Simulation results and details can be found in Chapter 4. This chapter has been 
accepted for publishing in the International Journal of Energy Science. 
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Finally, in the last part diesel consumptions as well as the system operations have been 
studied and discussed for the different operational modes of the DEG i.e. Diesel always 
ON, Diesel ON-OFF, continuous control and time constrained ON-OFF operation. 
Simulations have been done for w~ole one day (86400s). This modified supervisory 
controller permits to implement a high penetration hybrid system in Ramea with diesel 
on-off and continuous control. Simulation results and details can be found in Chapter 5. 
This chapter has been accepted for presentation and publishing in the conference IEEE 
Electrical Power and Energy Conference 2013, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. 
Summary of the research work, major findings, research contribution, limitations and 
future work have been included in the last chapter of this thesis. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Hybrid power system with PHS 
2.1.1 Site selection and reservoir size analysis 
Site selection is a very crucial decision as it is involved lot of money and time. In article 
[1] authors developed a computer program to evaluate the terrain and propose a most 
economic and highest capacity possible PSH system. The authors discussed the 
methodology where they used Digital Terrain Model (DTM) data file for 800Km2 area of 
South West Ireland which was imported into Atlas Computer's Limited's Survey Control 
Centre (SCC) software and processed· to form a Delaunay Triangulated Irregular Network 
(TIN) model. An algorithm was developed to find suitable site for PSH from SCC. This 
algorithm searched for adjacent polygonal area with a minimum acceptable vertical 
separation which can be used for the upper and lower reservoirs after flattening the area 
by moving earth. They used series of analyses to determine the result and concluded that 
flat areas with large head are difficult to find without transferring huge amount of earth. 
The authors expected to add more features in their future work like lower processing 
time, avoiding residential and protected areas from the searching, adding financial 
calculation and more effective utilization of terrain data. They also have some rooms to 
work on the required adjustments of the grid and power plant operation after the 
installation of PHS system. 
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In article [2] authors described a methodology to determine the required SIZe of the 
reservoir in a PHS system. They also studied the uncertainty in demands and supply 
capability with a Monte Carlo simulation method. This method examines the required 
reservoir size considering the system reliabil ity and daily to weekly basis operation. The 
developed model consists of them1al and nuclear model, hydroelectric and PHS model 
and demand model. With actual data different states of thennal and nuclear model are 
simulated as a stochastic process. Water level variations are analyzed to determine the 
suppl y capability of the PHS model. And in the demand model consistency is made for 
weekly and dai ly basis by adding a device in the weekly model. Here seasonal impact on 
the reservoir size is also explained like smallest size in summer and largest in fall. This 
paper didn ' t cover the assessment of static, dynamic and economic advantages of PHS. 
2.1.2 Study on complete design of.a pumped storage 
In article [3], [4], [5] and [6] authors examined the impact of PHS units together with 
large renewable penetration. All of the authors primarily focused on the reduction of the 
operating cost and maximization of the usage of renewable energy based on unit 
commitments and dispatches. Relatively few studies [7] , [8], [9] and [ 1 0] have described 
on the dynamic response of a PHS system. To study the dynamic interactions between the 
systems and the rest of the grid, including different renewable energy sources, dynamic 
models for pumped storage systems become obligatory [ 11]. In Table 2.1 typical start-up 
time of a PHS plant for different operational mode has been shown from the literature. 
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Table 2.1. Typical start-up time for different operation of a PHS plant 1111 
Mode Condition R esponse Time 
Shutdown to on-line 60 - 90 seconds 
Generating 
On-line to full load 5 - 15 seconds 
Shutdown to rated 6 minutes 
Pumping 
Spinning-in-air to rated 60 seconds 
In the paper [ 12] authors discussed about a case study where fluctuations and intermittent 
of wind energy may cause stability problem in an isolated wind PHS system. They also 
discussed about the characteristics of pipes, characteristics of pumps and its control, water 
level control in reservoir etc. In the simulation result they talked about two simulation 
mode. First one is the conventional one and second one is the peak pitching hydroelectric 
plant. To ensure stability in an isola!ed system, wind energy's variation can be tracked 
through the speed control of several groups of pumps and efficiency of this type of wind-
PHS plant depends on the efficiency of pump system, the wind energy transmitting 
system, hydroelectricity generator, rain fall and the reservoir's capacity as well. Authors 
need more research to increase the efficiency for wide range of different speeds of pump. 
Systematic analysis for the cost and performance of the system is needed to find the 
proper pump for a system and stable operation within the modulating capability to design 
system parameters and hence the performance and optimal operation of the system. 
Authors of the article [ 13] discussed about the integration of renewable energy resources 
in the Pacific Northwest power grid. They also considered the possible future expansion 
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of wind energy and the most efficient technical solution for the future balancing 
requirements of Northwest Power Pool (NWPP). Different kind of technologies are 
included in this study e.g. convention~! turbines (CT), sodium sulfur batteries, lithium ion 
batteries, pumped hydro energy storage (PH), and demand response (DR). Here 
requirements for estimated total balancing in NWPP of w ind energy in the 2019 time 
horizon is based on an assumption that all balancing authorities are combined together in 
a large balancing area . Life cycle, cost and optimal size of the pumped storage reservoir 
depends on the operation mode. It can be single, two or multiple mode. Detailed analysis 
is required to get longer life cycle for a particular mode of operation. 
2.1.3 Study on hybrid system with multiple renewable energy sources 
In article [ 14] authors introduced a design of a hybrid renewable energy system (HRES) 
consists of a PHS plant, a wind power plant and a solar power plant. PHS plant has two 
control loops: the water tank level control loop and the load-depended frequency control 
loop. Switch logic architecture has been introduced here for efficient energy distribution 
and reliable power supply. Three types of power converter e.g. Buck converter, AC-DC 
and DC-AC converter are analyzed by parameterization, modeling and simulation and 
then a graphical user interface (GUI) is developed for data monitoring, control and 
supervision within the designed SCAD A system. Optimum economic operation of HRES 
is yet to be done. Authors intended to work with more sophisticated and recent power 
conveJier solutions and different control strategies for the system. 
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2.1.4 Study on optimal scheduling, control, economic operation methodology 
Authors of the article [15] introduced an algorithm which optimizes the energy and later 
the profit produced by the pumped assisted hydroelectric plants. They considered a model 
of hydroelectric facilities with or without pump-assist involving some parameters like 
deterministically variable power prices and water inflows. They also showed that 
operations for both optimal economy and energy are not very much different under some 
reasonable choices of facility parameters and for fairly constant power prices. A PHS can 
be retrofitted with an existing hydro-generation plant if the water flow is intermittent. A 
close and higher elevation reservoir is chosen to store the pumped water where a 
reversible machine pumps the water when produced energy is surplus. 
Their algori thm has different control paths to optimize the energy operation in various 
water flow condition like no flow, small inflow rate, increasing inflow rate and very large 
water flow rate. Price is considered as constant. But pumping is not optimal with this 
consideration. For best turbine efficiency at low inflow rate reservoir should be filled 
first. This algorithm maximizes not only the total amount of electrical energy produced 
during a given period of time but also can maximize the profit from the generated energy. 
Profit optimization algorithm is affected by the changing electricity price but if the price 
is steady both control paths of optimization would be same. For profit maximization the 
key concept is to pump when price is low and release water when price is high. Authors 
considered various combination of conditions e.g. inflow rate, reservoir height, price 
change rate to control for the profit maximization. The authors conclude like for small 
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inflow rate, variable price affects control strategy to maximize the turbine efficiency. And 
for large inflow rate, control strategy is not affected by changing price and it tries to 
maximize the output power keeping high reservoir height. Authors intended to research 
more on incorporation of demand prediction along w ith deterministic price of power. And 
here authors used separate machinery for generating electricity and pumping but recent 
pumped hydro systems are designed with revers ible machineries which have 
comparatively slightly lower efficiency. So study with reversible machine would be more 
practical and may give different output after analysis. 
Sh1dy of a suitable operation policy and simulation for the hybrid power system of Ikaria 
Island, Aegean Sea, Greece on an annual basis considering their existing regulatory 
framework has been done in article [ 16] . The is land has solar PV, Wind energy, Diesel 
engine and hydroelectric plant. The Ikaria Island also has two new reservoirs for PHS and 
they are hydraulically connected by two penstocks which permit independent operation of 
turbine and pumping. For prolonged low wind periods the reserves of the storage system 
can be exhausted. So, to ensure adequate energy in the period of peak demand a limited 
amount of "grid-pumping" is allowed at low demand period, using conventional energy 
from the grid. The authors introduced 6 step operating policy that includes power request 
of island system operator, energy and load declaration of hybrid power system, energy 
dispatch and pump by island system operator etc. The authors also mentioned about some 
internal management decisions regarding the change of seasons and power balancing. In 
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the simulation they found average Gapacity facto r between 29% - 43% and full cycle 
efficiency less than 60%. 
To ensure sound dynamic behavior of the system individual for thi s strategy described in 
this paper a control system is required in the operation of island power system. Dynamic 
response and regulation issues are not well discussed in this paper. And 'Grid- pumping' 
is not possible for an isolated small scale PHS e.g. Ramea. Tn this research reservoir 
storage is used only for generating electricity not for irrigation and water supply. More 
study can be done for the compatibility of the system if more wind energy is added to the 
system and demand increases. 
A model to evaluate power supply reliability considering a large PV integration into the 
power system is described in article [ 17]. As reliability is affected with this high PV 
integration they proposed for a PHS to improve the reliability though it increases 
operational cost of the system. The authors introduced a new method for more 
economical and reliable scheduling and operating the PHS. They also described briefly 
about generation scheduling, Monte Carlo simulation along with optimal operation 
scheduling by Pareto optimal model. 
In tenns of reliability of power system operation authors develop a good algorithm here 
but drawback is it increases total fuel cost of thermal power plants with this large 
penetration of PV. Authors did not consider any alternate reserve capacity for optimal 
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scheduling of them1al power plants. So more research works are required to develop an 
optimized cooperative scheduling method for both the operation of PHS Plant and hot 
reserve capacity of thermal power plants. 
Authors of article [ 18] used a dynamic algorithm in their paper to optimize the operation 
of a PHS where the algorithm works with these two control variables, average generated 
flow and the pumping time. The authors discussed about medium and long term optimal 
dispatching model for the upper reservoir in a hybrid PHS system. In three steps they 
describe this model. Firstly, on basis of the features ofthe system use of medium and long 
term optimization is detennined. Secondly, for maximum generation medium and long 
term optimal dispatching model is built. Thirdly, dynamic algorithm and optimizing 
algorithm is used to deal respectively with the model and the optimal operation. 
Authors expect in future PHS and thetmal power can be used in combined to reduce 
impact of starting and cooling time of a thermal plant on the grid . More research can be 
done to add other renewable energy sources with the PHS system to reduce cost and 
increase system reliability. 
In the paper [ 19] the authors proposed a complete PHS system for Canarian Archipelago 
which has no negative impact on the existing power system and can meet the variable 
demand of customers. They introduced an algorithm which controls all switching of wind 
turbines, conventional power generators, hydroelectric systems, pumps and loads. They 
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also used wind speed distribution curve, maxunum power generation curve, hourly 
demand curve for the analysis and several observations are shown e.g. C02 emtsswn 
curve, total injected power into the grid. Unit cost of the proposed system is almost same 
as before but externality costs are reduced a lot like costs for C02 emissions. 
Authors modeled the proposed system with optimum annual economic performance and 
in high wind seasons upper reservoir remains fu ll for all the seasons. But in those windy 
seasons a possible reduction of cost for conventional energy can be done by increasing 
electricity production from the hydro plant using upper reservoir's water and deducting 
excess generation from the fossil fueled conventional power plants. 
2.1.5 Optimal sizing of pumped storage 
Optimal sizing of a system is very important before starting dynamic analysis of that 
system. In the article [20] the authors studied short term optimal operation of a hybrid 
power system with a PHS. To minimize the production cost a mixed integer linear 
programming model is developed for optimal hourly operation of thennal, hydro and 
pumping. Realistic data of an example system is used in the test model which is studied 
for different demand and wind speed scenarios. 
Demand data and wind speed data have been taken respectively from the webpage of 
Spanish Market Operator (OMEL) and HOMER software package, developed at the US 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). All data are analyzed for four different 
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scenarios. In this study authors did not consider fixed design parameters of a PHS plant. 
The methodology presented here could be a basis for economic feasibility studies. 
In reference [21] optimal size of a PHS system is determined using HOMER software 
simulation tool. There is no option to simulate PHS model in HOMER so author analyzed 
it using equivalent size of rechargeable batteries. The optimal size of the battery bank 
refers to the optimal size of the reservoir. And charging power can be analogous to 
pumping and discharging as generating electricity. Detailed information, analysis and 
dynamic simulation for the optimal size and site selection of a pumped hydro storage 
(PHS) system replacing the HES and HPG have been presented in this report. Author 
proposed a water reservoir at 63m height on top of 'Man of War' hill near the substation. 
Topographical map shows that around 2000m2 of area is available on top of the 
mentioned hill to build a 2m high hydro storage reservoir. 
This research work shows an alternative way to determine optimal size of a PHS but in 
dynamic simulation presented here did not converge and only 24s of simulation took days 
in a high end computer. 
2.1.6 Simple dynamic modeling method 
In article [22] authors analyzed a self-governing hybrid power system with storage and 
isolated load and showed the system stability by time domain simulations. The system has 
flywheel and batteries as energy storage system. Authors investigated three mathematical 
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models for three different sets of operating points and disturbance conditions. But the 
presented mathematical subsystems are too primitive and nonlinear efficiencies, frictional 
losses and different response times are totally overlooked. And this dynamic model has 
no controller. Authors led a way out for simple dynamic modeling but real obstruction 
would be to model practical subsystems with simple first order models with all necessary 
efficiencies, dynamic frictions and different time constants depending on the subsystem 
parameters. 
In article [23] authors modeled each subsystems, supervisory controller and power 
versatile power transfer strategies. Versati le power transfer provides grid- or user-friendly 
operation by multimode operations, including normal operation without use of battery, 
power dispatching and averaging. The modeled supervisory controller regulates all power 
generation and individual components. Authors modeled and simulated the system with 
Power System Computer Aided Design/Electromagnetic Transients Program for DC 
(PSCAD/EMTDC), power-system transient-analysis software. Local controllers have also 
been used . 
In article [24] authors proposed a new methodology ' power smoothing method' for 
frequency control with the aid of a Flywheel Energy Storage System (FESS) and checked 
the validity of the proposed method has been evaluated by computer simulations. They 
modeled an isolated power system with first order delay transfer functions (TF). The 
reference output from the wind farm to the grid is evaluated by inputting the net output of 
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the wind farm into a first order delay TF and FESS supply the difference between the 
reference power and the net output power to follow the wind farm-to-grid output to the 
reference value. Authors also expressed confidence that proposed method can be applied 
to other types of energy storage system and can contribute to increase renewable energy 
utilization in the isolated power systems. 
2.2 Dynamic modeling of all subsystem 
2.2.1 Diesel engine generator modeling 
According to the report [25] and calculations from the equation [Equation 4.2] in user 
manual [26] of PowerFactory it has been found that Diesel Engine Generator (DEG) 
needs few seconds to start up from the rest. When a prime mover (here the DEG) has a 
droop governor, the rotational speed of the prime mover decreases with the increment of 
the load applied . Value of the droop is the rate of frequency decrease to the load increase 
[27]. 
In article [28] authors studied a theoretical analysis and synthesis, development and 
implementation, mathematical modeling and simulation using modern methods and 
optimal control procedures to control a new 3rd GS generator (GS3G) successfully. 
Pennanent magnet synchronous generator attached with the diesel engine provides 
voltage and frequency proportional to the rotational speed of the rotor shaft. Steady 
voltage and frequency are obtained by means of feedback controller. In this thesis work a 
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DEG has been modeled with all nec:;essary droop characteristics, 1st order time lag for 
engine inertia and feedback controller to maintain stable frequency and voltage on the 
isolated grid. 
2.2.2 Centrifugal pump and penstock modeling 
In article [29] authors explained about the design procedure and performance analysis of 
a single-stage end suction centrifugal pump. This machine has two main components the 
impeller and the casing. Similar to the rotor of an induction motor, impeller is the rotating 
component and the casing is the stationary one. The casing guides the liquid to the 
impeller. Water enters in a centrifugal pump axially through the impeller eye and exits 
radially with a high velocity that converts into pressure inside the volute. 
Moment of inertia (MOl) is an important parameter of a centrifugal pump (CP) which can 
affect the magnitude of transients generated during a pump startup or shutdown. In 
Reference [30] few equations of CP are shown to calculate the startup and shutdown time 
based upon the MOl of the pump and the motor driving the pump. According to these 
equations it is possible to detennine theoretical values of MOl but in real scenario water 
inertia incorporate with the rotor and impeller MOl. From the experience it has been 
evidenced that the starting torque-speed curves considered without the inertia of the liquid 
are conservative, so it's important to include it with the calculations [31]. The starting up 
and shutting down of a pump slows down due to the inertia effect of the liquid. A lower 
value of the starting torque can be calculated if inertia of the liquid is neglected. From 
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these literatures a 200hp CP has been modeled in this research to meet the requirement 
considering 30001b-ft2 MOl at 1800 rpm which takes 30s to operate in its steady state. 
Considering the flow from the CP through the long 70m pipe is laminar so Reynolds 
number is taken as 2000. Water could be turbulent at the beginning of the journey but 
after few meters through the pipe flow turns into a laminar one. The Darcy-Weisbach 
formula is often used to calculate pipe friction due to the water flow [32]. This fonnula 
identifies the changes of friction inside the pipe with water velocity, pipe wall roughness, 
pipe diameter, wetted surface area, viscosity and density. The Darcy-Weisbach equation 
for Head loss is as in Equation 2.1 [33] , 
L V2 
hr = fv--D 2g 
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hi - the head loss due to friction (SI units: m) 
L- the length of the pipe (m) 
D- the hydraulic diameter of the pipe (m) 
V- the average velocity of the fluid flow ( m/s) 
g- the local acceleration due to gravity (m/s2) 
2 .1 
2.2 
2.3 
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fo - a dimensionless coefficient called the Darcy friction factor. It can be found from a 
Moody diagram or more precisely by solving the Modified Colebrook equation. 
Equation 2.2 and 2.3 relates the V and A11• with other quantities where Q is the volumetric 
flow rate (m3/s) and A11• is the cross-sectional wetted area (m\ Substituting these values 
into the original Equation 2.1 yields the final equation for frictiona l head loss in a full-
flowing circu lar pipe as Equation 2.4 
2.4 
This equation has been used in the model of pipe. A water meter has been used in the 
model which causes minor frictional loss. Minor head loss in pipe and tube systems can 
be expressed as Equation 2.5 . 
Where, 
vz 
hminor_loss = ( Zg 
hminor_loss = minor head loss (m) 
( = minor loss coefficient, here it's considered as 7 for a water meter [34] 
2.5 
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In the developed system dynamic model both of the dynamic frictional losses from pipe 
and water meter have been added together. 
Detailed studies on dynamic modeling of PHS plant are summarized in article [35]. 
Authors also described different penstock configurations with both rigid and elastic 
dynamic models. In the time of generation conventional hydro turbine modeling method 
is used. For the dynamic model of pumping head-flow curve and the gating effects are 
considered in the system. Water dynamics of separate tunnel-penstock and single tunnel 
multiple penstocks are discussed here. System dynamics of speed governor and 
excitation, different plant operating conditions are simulated for both transient and the 
long-tem1 responses. The authors studied specially the dynamics of elastic water model 
with multiple penstocks connected with a common water tunnel. This paper showed that 
for transient dynamic analysis water elasticity effects are negligible with temporary 
disturbances. For long term dynamic studies and hydraulic system studies water elasticity 
effects are significant. Further study is required to specify about the detailed relation with 
these terms in other configurations e.g. separate tunnel-penstock. 
2.2.3 Turbine selection and design 
Two main reasons led to select and model a Pelton wheel turbine (PWT) for this PHS 
system in Ramea. Firstly, after studying the operating region of different kind of water 
turbines it is obvious that for this ~esigned 200HP PHS system having around 70m 
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dynamic head and 0.35m3/s water flow rate only Pelton and Turgo type turbine can 
provide the best performance as shown in Figure 2.1 [36]. 
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Figure 2.1. Operating 'regions of different water turbines [37] 
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Secondly, as this PHS system will be operated at variable load to meet the instantaneous 
demand, so very good partial flow efficiency is a must. PWT can provide up to 95% 
efficiency and in micro scale peak efficiency could be 90%. And this efficiency is almost 
constant from 40%-100% rated flow rate for single jet and from 20% -100% for twin 
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spear jet configuration. In Chapter 4 typical efficiency curve for a single (red curve) and 
twin spear-jet (blue curve) PWT is shown in Figure 4.4. With more spear-jets the PWT 
would operate at high efficiency over an even wider range of flow. PWT rotates at high 
speeds so it is possible to couple it with the generator directly. This reduces the cost and 
saves all of the losses in the belt-drive or gearbox which can be between 2%- 7% [37]. 
In article [38] and [39] authors perfonned analytical study of water flow through a PWT 
bucket and develop a mathematical model to justify the effect of blade friction on the 
perfom1ance of PWT. In the key components to design a PWT and its power capabilities 
are head, discharge, throat diameter and rotational speed of the runner. The power 
capability of the unit is limited due to the several types of losses e.g. frictional losses, 
inlet and bend losses and mechanical losses. In another article author developed a CFD 
model to characterize frictional losses in a PWT and determined issues which effects 
PWT efficiency. They tested their model for different rotating speed and different 
number, shape and size of buckets. They concluded that 30% improvement can be done 
with the overall efficiency [ 40]. Another author explains about the basic equations that 
can be applied to any turbine and has analyzed the perfonnance of PWT in [ 41]. In article 
[ 42] author showed detailed processes of quantitative calculation for a PWT to estimate 
the hydraulic efficiencies and their dependency on both of the operating conditions and 
shape of the bucket. 
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2.3 High penetration Wind-diesel hybrid power system 
High penetration in a hybrid power system can be achieved with integration of a storage 
system or diesel shut down operation in the time of high wind or both of them at the same 
time. High penetration of renewable energy may affect the stability of system frequency 
stability significantly in an isolated power system since wind and solar photovoltaic 
generation has neither inertia nor primary frequency regulation so any kind of storage is 
required [43]. In article [44] authors evaluates the ability of sustainable automation 
inverter to stabilize the power quality. in a high penetration diesel-off mode hybrid power 
system using simulated components in a test bed facility. Amount of wind penetration is a 
factor for system design and measures the performance of the site. 
Instantaneous penetration 
Wind power output, kW 
Primary electrical load, kW 
. Wind energy produced, kWh 
Average penetratwn = -------------
Primary energy demand, kWh 
2.6 
2.7 
Peak values are instantaneous; averages are long te1m. Maximum level of wind 
penetration for a particular site can be limited by many factors e.g. storage capacity, total 
generation, demand management. Penetration level and their operational features are 
pointed out below in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. Penetration level of wind-diesel system and their operating characteristics [44] [45] 
Penetration 
Level 
Operating Features 
• Full-time diesel operation 
• Wind power diminishes net load on 
Penetration, % 
Peak Annual 
Instantaneous Average 
< 50 < 20 
Low diesel 
Medium 
• Primary load takes all wind energy 
• Does not need supervisory control system 
• Full-time diesel operation 50- 100 
• At high wind-power levels, secondary 
loads dispatched to ensure adequate 
diesel loading or wind generation are 
curtailed 
• Needs relatively simple control system 
• During high wind availability diesel may 100-400 
be shut down 
High • Secondary components required to adjust 
frequency and voltage 
• Needs sophisticated control system 
20-50 
50-150 
Various operational modes of a high penetration hybrid system of Wales, Alaska have 
been studied in technical report [ 46]. In operation without battery diesel is operated only 
when wind energy cannot meet the load and when diesel is ON, it controls system 
frequency and voltage. When diesel is OFF, dump load controls system frequency. In 
system with battery storage, when diesel is ON surplus diesel power is used to charge 
batteries. Any transient amount needed for load is drawn from the batteries which keeps 
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the diesel from being turned on. When diesel is OFF surplus wind power is used to charge 
the batteries first and further excess power is dissipated by the dump load and hence 
system frequency is kept constant. In Chapter 5 this kind of control has been established 
with an addition of pumped hydro storage in the hybrid system and energy has been 
drawn from this storage system for long term energy need. Transient energy needs has 
been met from the battery bank. 
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3 A novel method to model a hybrid power system with pumped hydro 
storage for Ramea, Newfoundland 
Preface 
A version of this manuscript has been published in the conference proceedings of IEEE 
Newfoundland Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference 2012, St. John's, 
Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada. This paper has also been presented in that 
conference. The co-author Dr. Tariq Iqbal supervised the principle author Md. Rahimul 
Hasan Asif to develop the research on the entitled topic and helped him to conceptualize 
the techniques and theories available for this research. Md. Rahimul wrote the paper, 
developed the dynamic model, conducted simulation and associated analyses while Dr. 
Iqbal reviewed the manuscript and provided necessary suggestion. 
Abstract 
This work describes a novel method· for modeling the hybrid power system of Ramea, 
Newfoundland and presents feasibility of a pumped hydro storage system instead of 
existing electrolyzer and hydrogen generator system. Detailed MA TLAB modeling for 
every component has been done to simulate the Ramea hybrid power system. 
Incorporation of a pumped hydro system pennits minimal use of lead acid batteries and 
eliminate the low turn around efficiency of electrolyzer and hydrogen generator system. 
This new modeling method is fast, accurate and any type of controllers can be 
implemented. The proposed real time control algorithm dynamically observes available 
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surplus/missing power in the system and operates pump/generation as required and also 
controls charging/discharging of the battery bank. The proposed controller of two energy 
storage systems flattens the total generation curve and follows the changing demand 
curve to reduce the system transients. This research presents system model, controller 
design and detailed simulation results. 
Index Terms: System modeling, pumped hydro storage, hybrid power system, 
Renewable energy. 
3.1 Introduction 
Ramea is an island located off the south coast of Newfoundland, Canada. It is 
approximately 3.1 km long by I km wide. In 2004, Ramea was selected as the first pilot 
site for a Wind-Diesel hydrogen hybrid power system. The project was led by 
Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro in collaboration with Atlantic Canada Opportunities 
Agency, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, Natural Resources Canada, 
Memorial University of Newfoundland, University of New Bmnswick and Frontier 
Power Systems with the support of CANMET Energy Technology Centre-Ottawa 
(CETC-Ottawa). The key objective of this project was to exhibit substantial improvement 
of energy efficiency and reliability after incorporating Wind-Diesel Integrated Control 
System (WDICS) in the island ' s grid which can reduce the use of diesel power by 
introducing green renewable wind energy in remote and isolated location. Annually, this 
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wind-diesel pilot system is generating almost one million kWh of electricity and 
offsetting approximately 750 tons of greenhouse gas emissions [I] [2]. 
Ramea hybrid system consists of six 65kW Windmatic 15s, three I OOkW Northern power 
1 00 wind turbines, three 925kW Diesel generators, Hydrogen Electrolyzer and Storage 
and a 250kW Hydrogen Powered Generator. When wind power generation exceeds the 
load, the electrolyzer produces hydrogen from water electrolysis which is stored in the 
storage tanks. And when harnessed wind power is inadequate to supply the total load the 
stored hydrogen is fed into a generator as a fuel which delivers electricity to the grid and 
maintains the stability [2]. A hydrogen electrolyzer and storage system produces 
hydrogen at 70% efficiency and a hydrogen fueled generator generate electricity at less 
than 35% efficiency. So the overall tum around conversion efficiency is less than 25% 
which is very low [3]. 
Reference [ 4] presented detailed infom1ation, analysis and dynamic simulation for the 
optimal size and site selection of a pumped hydro storage system replacing the hydrogen 
electrolyzer and storage as a peimane.nt long tern1 solution. About 37% renewable energy 
fraction can be achieved from a I50kW pumped hydro storage system with a 3932m3 
water reservoir at a height of 63m on the top of 'Man of War' hill. Topographical map of 
this hill shows that it has 2000m2 of area to build a 2m high hydro storage reservoir. In 
that report only 24s of simulation has been shown as it took days of computer time. And 
the simulation didn ' t converge in the time period of II s to 16s. 
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Modeling every component with simpler first order transfer function can considerably 
improve the required simulation time, makes the analysis easier and gives fairly accurate 
solutions. 
Charging 
Reservoir volume 
Pumping ra: e 
Generating ra1e 
Figure 3.1. A block diagram of Ramea hybrid power system with proposed pumped hydro storage 
system 
Reference [5] studied system stability by time-domain simulations of an autonomous 
hybrid renewable energy power generation and storage system connected with isolated 
loads. The mentioned hybrid system has a battery bank and a flywheel system as storage 
subsystems. Three mathematical models have been investigated for three different 
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operating points and disturbance conditions. But the mathematical model which has been 
used here has no connection with the real world model with friction, efficiency, response 
time and no controller is considered in this model. Modeling practical subsystems with 
simple first order models juxtaposing all efficiencies, dynamic frictions , different time 
constants according to the subsystem parameters is a real challenge. 
In this study a simple, fast novel method has been introduced to simulate system dynamic 
of Ramea hybrid power system with a pumped hydro storage. A block diagram of Ramea 
hybrid power system is shown in Figure 3.1. A battery bank is also used to supply or store 
the intermittent power as induction motor and centrifugal pump or turbine and generator 
require some time to reach a certain rated operating point and have higher time constant 
than Lead Acid Battery. The introduced model here has proportional controllers with all 
of its subsystems. Characteristic data and parameters of the aforementioned wind turbines 
and diesel generator used in Ramea hybrid system are taken from the respective 
manufacturers. A ll the subsystem models e .g. Diesel Engine Generator, Battery bank, 
Pelton Wheel Turbine have been created after analyzing the parameters of the real world 
model. In this model I st order simple model is considered. Simulation has been done for 
1 0000s which is approximately 2. 77 hour. Load demand and wind speeds are generated in 
such a way which emulates the real condition of Ramea. 
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3.2 Model description 
3.2.1 Wind speed and Load data 
Wind data has been taken from a website which stores ls wind data [6]. From several 
available data arrays, suitable arrays have been selected which matches with the average 
wind speed in Ramea in the month of January-February. Average wind speed in the used 
wind data file is 9 .65m/s. As shown in Figure 3.2 data has been taken for lOOOOs. Load 
data of Ramea has been collected from the Homer model file which has been used for 
simulation in Reference [ 4]. One 24 hour load curve of January-February is shrunk to 
2. 77 hour time to simulate both of the pumping and generating operation in off-peak and 
peak hour of load demand. As shown in Figure 3.3 load demand data has been taken for 
lOOOOs. 
3.2.2 Wind turbine model 
Wind turbine power curve has been collected from the manufacturers [Appendix A]. 
Taking several samples from the curve a 6th order polynomial fitting has been performed 
to generate the exact same curves for. the turbines. As shown in Figure 3.4 necessary cut 
in and cut out wind speed conditions have been applied in the wind turbine model. Time 
constant is measured for two types of turbines using the following equation from the 
Reference [7]: 
H = l.S? * po.os97 3.1 
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In Equation 3.1, H is the mechanical inertia time constant and P is the power of the 
turbine in watts. So calculation gives 3.6s for 65kW Windmatic ISs turbine [8] and 3.7s 
for I OOkW Northern Power I 00 turbines [9]. In Figure 3.5 all the turbines and demand 
curve are added in the first adder 'addl '. Output of ' addl' represents power available or 
lack in the grid after the wind penetration which will be managed by the Diesel Engine 
Generator (DEG) first. 
Figure 3.2. ls Wind speed data 
3.2.3 Diesel Engine Generator model 
DEG in Ramea has a rated output of 925kW. There are three DEG but only one is used at 
a time. A DEG can be operated down to 30% of its rated output so here DEG is operating 
from 300kW to 925kW region which. means any power requirement in this range can be 
met by DEG only. If DEG reaches to its maximum 925kW or minimum 300kW then 
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pump, turbine or battery will take over the responsibility of power balance in the grid. 
Time constant of DEG is taken as it is used in Reference [5]. Transfer function (TF) of 
DEG becomes TFoEG = 1/ (2s +1). Kr =100 is used for DEG. This value ofKr is found 
suitable and used in all subsystems. 
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Figure 3.3. Load demand data 
Figure 3.4. Wind turbine power curve and conditions 
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Figure 3.5. Simulink- MATLAB embedded function blocks based dynamic model of Ramea hybrid 
power system with pumped hydro storage and battery bank 
3.2.4 Induction motor and Centrifugal Pump model 
Induction motor (IM) and Centrifugal Pump (CP) are modeled together in the same block 
considering their individual characteristics. CP takes relatively large time to response for 
a sudden change than an IM. Comparing the starting time of a combination of IM and CP 
from reference [I 0] , a 4000HP I OOORPM pumping system takes approximately two and 
half minutes to reach its rated output. Here we assumed the 200HP pumping system needs 
I minute to settle down. Transfer function of this block is TF PUMP = 1 I (I Os + 1) and Kp = 
100. Efficiencies of IM and CP are considered as 95% and 80% respectively which gives 
a total efficiency of 75%. Equation 3.2 is used in MATLAB code to determine qres = 
pumping water flow to reservoir after measuring pfeedb which is the available power in 
the grid after the DEG reaches its minimum of 300kW. 
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ppump * pme f f 
qres = * dens * g hres + Hloss 
3.2 
Here, ppump = power delivered to the pumping system which can vary from 30% to 
100% of the rated output, here it's IOOkW to 300kW; pme.!J= 75%; hres = 63m; height of 
the reservoir; Hloss = penstock friction loss; dens= 1000 kgm-3 and g = 9.81 ms-2 . 
3.2.5 Penstock model 
Penstock is designed as Lpipe = 70m long and Dpipe = 0.3m in diameter. Reynolds 
number is chosen assuming that flow is laminar inside the pipe. A minor loss coefficient 
for water meter is used here as ' klossco' which is taken equal to 7 [11]. 
Velowaterpump = qres/ Apipe; %water velocity in pipe 
Re = 2000; %Reynolds number 
flam = 64/Re; %Darcy Friction Factor for laminar flow 
hpipefric = (8*flam*Lpipe*qres2)/(g*n2*Dpipe\ 3.3 
hlossmeter = klossco*(Velowaterpump/\2)/(2 *g); 
Hloss = hpipefric + hlossmeter; 
Equation 3.3 used here is Darcy- Weisbach equation for friction [12]. 
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3.2.6 Water reservoir model 
The water reservoir has a total volume of 4000m3. Initial volume is considered as 
2000m3. Pump action will be stopped if water volume exceeds 3900m3 and turbine action 
will be terminated if water volume goes below 100m3. 
3.2.7 Turbine model 
A 150kW Pelton wheel turbine is used here which has very good partial flow efficiency 
as shown in Figure 3.6 [13] . The blue curve is for twin jet setup. Synchronous generator 
and turbine are modeled together using a combined efficiency of 70% and time constant 
of2 . TF ofthis block is TFTuRs= 1/ (2s + I) and Kp = 100. 
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Figure 3.6. Part flow efficiency of a Pelton Wheel Turbine 
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The power output of the turbine generator block is as in Equation 3.4 below where 
pturb _out = turbine output, qpen _in ·= water flow coming to the turbine and turbeff = 
70%. 
pturb_out = qpen_in * hres *dens* g * turbeff 3.4 
3.2.8 Battery bank model 
In an isolated grid batteries used as storage provide fast response which makes them 
favorable for dynamic operations t6 gain more system reliability and improve power 
quality. A bank of 300 batteries is used each having a capacity of 200Ahr. A set of 15 
branches are connected in parallel where each branch consists of 20 batteries i.e. a de 
battery bus voltage of 240V. A charging and discharging block have been created to 
control the cunent and monitor the State of Charge (SOC) of the battery. A Lead-Acid 
battery should not be discharged when SOC goes down to 40%. Total coulomb capacity 
can be found from the calculations below in Equation 3.5, 
Total cap = individual capacity * 360 * no. of branches 
= 200 * 3600 * 15 = 10800000 C (at 100% SOC) 
3.5 
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So the operating region of the battery starts from 100% SOC to 40% SOC equivalent to 
4320000 C. For charging 'one third of individual capacity' has been followed as in 
Equation 3.6 where ibat_out = total charging current, ind_cap = individual capacity and 
n _para = no. of branches (here it is 15). 
ibat_out = 0.33 * ind_cap * n_para 3.6 
If more than 234kW power is available in the grid considering the pump is already 
operating, the battery will be charged with this rated current. Below charging current will 
be changed according to the available power. In this model initial SOC is chosen as 70% 
which is 7560000 C. While discharging, battery bank can be discharged at any rate but 
that will affect the effective capacity of battery following the 'Peukert 's law'. Thumb rule 
for optimal discharge rate is 10% of the individual capacity. In this model combined 
efficiency of battery and converters is considered as 80%. Equation 3.7 is used to 
calculate the power delivered (pbat_out) by the battery when required where v bat = 
240V, ibat_in = total discharging cmTent and bateff= 80%. 
pbat_out = v _bat* ibat_in * bateff 3.7 
TF of battery block is TFBAT = II (0 .. 5s + 1) and Kp = 100. Key point here is, due to the 
faster response, it always operate to cover the intermittent power changes caused by the 
delayed response of other mechanical subsystems. 
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3.3 Simulation and Result 
Simulation has been nm for lOOOOs. As shown in Figure 3.7 DEG output is being varied 
to compensate the load demand by a controller which sends signal to the other subsystems 
too. A simple algorithm used is as follows: 
if pgrid >= -300000 
pdeg_out = 300000; 
pump = 1; charge = I ; 
end 
if pgrid > -925000 && pgrid < -300000 
pdeg_ out = -pgrid; 
pump = 0; charge= 0; 
turbine = 0; discharge = 0; 
end 
if pgrid < -925000 
pdeg_out = 925000; 
turbine = 1; discharge = 1; 
end 
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Figure 3.7. Varying DEG output to cover load demand in between 300kW to 925kW 
From Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 it is observed that from 1200s to 3500s DEG is operating 
at 300kW and pump and battery start operating. Reservoir water volume and %SOC both 
are increasing that time. Power shortage is found from 4500s to 5500s and at next from 
7200s to 1 0000s while DEG is operahng at its rated 925kW condition. Both turbine and 
battery discharging start to deliver the required power to the grid to maintain system 
stability. The Final comparison can be seen in Figure 3.10 where upper output has no 
storage system and lower output has the proposed pumped hydro storage system. Power 
fluctuation is much more in the aforementioned system. 
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Figure 3.8. Pump and Turbine operation 
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Figure 3.9. Battery discharge and charging operation 
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Figure 3.1 0. Comparison between two scenarios where bottom curve is representing the grid power 
with pumped hydro and battery system 
3.4 Conclusion 
The proposed hybrid system model is very fast in simulation. Using 0.01 s time step, for 
1 0000s simulation it takes only 3min to complete. All real world characteristics curves, 
efficiencies and losses are used in this model. This model can be used to check possible 
future extension to the hybrid system. Any wind data and load data can be used here. 
Given enough time to simulate the proposed model allows us to simulate few months of 
operations of Ramea hybrid system. This model can be improved further incorporating 
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higher order complicated models m the blocks and nonlinear efficiencies and AC 
analysis. 
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4 Dynamic Modeling and Analysis of a Remote Hybrid Power System 
with Pumped Hydro Storage 
Preface 
A version of this manuscript has been accepted for publication in the International 
Journal of Energy Science. The co-author Dr. Tariq Iqbal supervised the principle author 
Md. Rahimul Hasan Asif to develop the research on this topic and assisted him to 
conceptualize the techniques and theories on the subject matter. Md. Rahimul wrote the 
paper, developed the dynamic model, organized the cases with extreme conditions, 
conducted simulation for different extreme cases and associated analyses while Dr. Iqbal 
reviewed the manuscript and suggested many corrections and recommendations. Some 
overlap with the previous chapter should be noticed in this chapter. 
Abstract 
In this research dynamic modeling of a remote hybrid power system and feasibility of a 
pumped hydro storage system is· presented. Current hybrid system in Ramea, 
Newfoundland has an electrolyzer, storage and hydrogen generator system. This research 
proposes a pumped hydro storage as a replacement to the hydrogen system. Detailed 
MA TLAB-Simulink modeling has been done for every component of the Ramea hybrid 
power system. Incorporation of a pun1ped hydro system and some lead acid batteries will 
eliminate the low tum around efficiency of the electrolyzer and hydrogen generator 
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system. The system dynamic model presented here is fast, accurate and includes dynamic 
and supervisory controllers. The proposed real time supervisory controller algorithm 
observes the available surplus/missing power in the system and regulates pump/turbine 
and charging/discharging of the battery bank to maintain a stable system frequency. This 
paper presents dynamic model , sup~rvisory controller design and algorithm, six case 
studies and detailed simulation results. 
Keywords: Dynamic Modeling; Wind-diesel systems; Pumped Hydro Storage; Hybrid 
Power Systems; Renewable Energy . 
4.1 Introduction 
Ramea is a small island located off the south coast of Newfoundland, Canada. In 2004, 
Ramea was selected as the first pilot project site for a Wind-Diesel hydrogen hybrid 
power system which was led by the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro. The main 
objective of this project was to demonstrate substantial improvement of energy efficiency 
and reliability after incorporating Wind-Diesel Integrated Control System (WDICS) in the 
island 's grid which can reduce the use of diesel power by hosting green renewable wind 
energy in remote and isolated location. This wind-diesel pilot system is generating almost 
I million kWh of electricity and offsetting nearly 750 tons of greenhouse gas emissions 
per annum [ l] [2]. 
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Wind energy system in Ramea has stx 65kW Windmatic 15s and three lOOkW 
NorthernPowerlOO wind turbines (WT). Three 925kW Diesel engine generators (DEG) 
are used as the main power source. A Hydrogen Electrolyzer and Storage (HES) and a 
250kW Hydrogen Powered Generator (HPG) have been installed to increase the 
renewable energy penetration. When wind power generation exceeds the load, the 
electrolyzer produces hydrogen from water electrolysis which is stored in the storage 
tanks. And when harnessed wind power is inadequate to supply the total load the stored 
hydrogen is fed into a HPG as a fuel which delivers electricity to the grid and maintains 
the stability [2]. This HES system. produces hydrogen at 70% efficiency and HPG 
generates electricity at less than 35% efficiency. Overall it gives a poor tum around 
conversion efficiency that is less than 25% [3]. Ramea system has many operational 
issues due to its complexity. So far, it never operated as designed. Detailed infonnation, 
analysis and dynamic simulation for the optimal size and site selection of a pumped hydro 
storage (PHS) system replacing the HES and HPG has been presented in Ref. [ 4]. It has 
been explained that almost 37% renewable energy fraction can be attained using a 150kW 
PHS system with a 3932m3 water reservoir at 63m height on top of 'Man of War' hill [4]. 
Topographical map of that hill shows· that it has 2000m2 of area to build a 2m high hydro 
storage reservoir. In Ref. [ 4] only 24s of dynamic simulation had been presented as it 
took days of computer time to simulate lmin of system operation. Moreover the 
simulation didn't converge in the time period of 11 s to 16s. Simple first order modeling 
of every system component can considerably reduce the simulation time, make the 
analysis easier and gives fairly accurate solutions. Research [5] shows the system stability 
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of a self-governing hybrid renewable power generation and storage system connected 
with isolated loads by time-domain simulations. As storage subsystems, that hybrid 
system had a battery bank (BB) and a flywheel system. Three mathematical models have 
Charg.ng 
OEG outpu: 
D chargmg 
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ReH~tvo•r volume 
Pumpmg rate 
Generat•ng rate 
Figure 4.1. Block diagram of Ramea hybrid power system with a proposed pumped hydro storage 
system, battery bank and dump load 
been investigated for three different sets of operating points and disturbance conditions. 
But the presented mathematical subsystems are too simple where nonlinear efficiency, 
friction and response time are ignored and there is no controller in the model. The real 
challenge is to model practical subsystems with simple first order models juxtaposing all 
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efficiencies, dynamic frictions, different time constants related to the subsystem 
parameters. 
A simple, fast and novel method has been introduced in this research work to simulate 
system dynamics of Ramea hybrid power system with a proposed PHS. A block diagram 
of Ramea hybrid power system is shown in Figure 4.1. Some system details may be found 
in [6] . A BB has been used to supply or store the intermittent power as induction motor 
(IM) and centrifugal pump (CP) or turbine and generator require some time to reach a 
certain rated operating point and have larger time constant than a battery bank. A 
controllable dump load (DL) has also been used to dump the excess power. The presented 
model has PID controllers with a11 its subsystems. Characteristic data and parameters of 
the aforementioned WTs and DEG used in Ramea hybrid system are taken from the 
respective manufacturers. All other subsystem models e.g. CP, Pelton Wheel Turbine 
(PWT), BB have been created using first principle and data obtained from manufactures. 
In this study dynamic models with 1st order transfer functions (TF) are considered. 
Simulations have been done for one day (86400s) for six extreme cases. Detailed results 
and analyses are presented in the later part of this paper. 
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4.2 Dynamic Modeling 
4.2.1 Wind Speed Data 
Wind speed data (1Hz) from the Prince Edward Island (PEl), Newfoundland, Canada is 
used. Average value of the data was adjusted to represent wind speed at Ram ea. Two 
wind speed average have been considered here e.g. 2.9m/s and 13. 75m/s. 
4.2.2 Load Data 
Ramea load data for two days is used from Ref. [ 4]. Two 24 hour load curves are used 
from the data array with averages of303kW and 800kW. 
4.2.3 Wind Turbine Model 
WT power curves have been collected from the corresponding manufacturers. Power 
curve data was fitted with a 6th order polynomial. 
~ ----- · 
Figure 4.2. Wind turbi.ne power curve and limiting conditions 
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As shown in Figure 4.2 necessary cut in and cut out wind speed conditions have been 
applied in the WT model. Wind turbine time constants are used following the equation 
from the Ref. [7]: 
H "" 1 87 * p 0.0597 WT- · WT 4.1 
In Equation 4 .1 H wr is the mechanical inertia time constant and Pwr is the power of the 
WT in watts. So calculation gives 3.6s for 65kW Windmatic 15s [8] and 3.7s for lOOkW 
Northem Power 100 [9]. In Figure 4.3 all WTs, load demand and varying DEG output are 
connected with an adder 'add!'. Output of 'addl' represents the power available or lack 
in the grid which has to be managed by the PHS or BB. 
Figure 4.3. Simulink- MATLAB embedded function blocks based dynamic model of Ramea hybrid 
power system with pumped hydro storage, battery bank and dump load 
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4.2.4 Diesel Engine Generator Model 
DEG in Ramea has a rated output of 925kW. There are three DEG but only one is used at 
a time. A DEG can be operated down to 30% of its rated output i.e. the DEG can operate 
from 300kW to 925kW. However, a DEG always keeps running at 300kW (a minimum), 
whatever the case, to maintain a stable system frequency. Time constant of DEG is taken 
as it is used in Ref. [5] so TFoEo = l /(2s + 1). This value has been verified from the 
datasheet of a DEG of almost same rating. The acceleration time constant of DEG is 
calculated by the following Equation 4.2, 
4.2 
Here, J is the moment of inertia ; CV11 ~s the rated angular velocity, which equals 27rf; Sn is 
the DEG nominal apparent power; T DEG is the acceleration time constant rated to S11 • In 
the datasheet of the DEG, J = 20kg.m2. That results in the acceleration time constant of 
DEG ofT oEo = 2 s. With this time constant this DEG needs about 1 Os to reach its steady 
state value. 
Frequency droop curve has been introduced considering that this DEG has a ~P/~f ratio 
of 300kW 11Hz. The MA TLAB code used here is, 
dpu = 1- (62- (df + 60))/2 4.3 
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In Equation 4.3 dpu is per unit excess power that w ill be injected to balance out the 
frequency deviation, dfin the grid. 
4.2.5 Induction Motor and Centrifugal Pump Model 
Considering their individual characteristics IM and CP are modeled together in a block 
(TM and Pump block in Figure 4.3). The CP takes relatively large time to respond to a 
sudden change than an IM. Comparing the starting time of a combination of IM and CP 
from Ref. [ 1 0] , a 4000hp - I OOOrpm pumping system takes approximately 2:30 minutes 
to reach its rated output. Here we assumed that a 200hp pumping system needs 30s to 
settle down to its steady state. Therefore transfer function of this block is TFcr = 1/(5s 
+ 1). Kr = 0.4732, K1 = 0.3391 and K0 = 0 are used in PID controller ofCP. Built in tuner 
of Simulink PID block has been used for this block as well as rest of the blocks in this 
model to determine suitable controller parameters. Efficiencies of IM and CP are 
considered as 95% and 80% respectively which gives a total efficiency of 75%. Equation 
4.4 is used in MA TLAB code to determine qres = pumping water flow to reservoir. 
Ppump• pmeff qres = * dens * g hres+Hloss 
4.4 
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Here, ppump = power delivered to the pumping system which can vary from 30% to 
100% of the rated output e.g. lOOkW to 300kW; pmeff= 75%; hres = 63m (height of the 
reservoir); Hloss = penstock friction loss; dens= lOOOkgm-3 and g = 9.8lms-2. 
4.2.6 Penstock Model 
Penstock is designed as Lpipe = 70m in length and Dpipe = 0.3m in diameter. Reynolds 
number is selected assuming that water flow is laminar inside the pipe. A minor loss 
coefficient for water meter is used here as klossco which is taken equal to 7 [II]. 
Velowaterpump = qres/Apipe; %water velocity 
Re = 2000; 
flam = 64/Re; 
%Reynolds number 
%Darcy Friction Factor for laminar flow 
hpipefric= (8 *flam *Lpipe*qres/\2)/(g*TI/ '2 *Dpipe/\5); 
hlossmeter = klossco*(Velowaterpump/\2)/(2 *g); 
Hloss = hpipefric + hlossmeter; 
4 .5 
Equation 4.5 used here is Darcy- Weisbach equation for friction inside the penstock [12]. 
Here Hloss is calculated in each step for new qres. 
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4.2.7 Water Reservoir Model 
The proposed water reservoir has a total volume of 4000m3. In simulations initial volume 
is considered as 2000m3. Pump action will be stopped if water volume exceeds 3950m3 
and turbine action will be tenninated if water volume goes below 150m3. Total water 
volume in the reservoir can be determined from water flows in both ways or from the 
height of water in the reservoir (see upper reservoir block in Figure 4.3). 
4.2.8 Turbine Model 
A 150kW PWT has been used here which has very good partial flow efficiency as shown 
in Figure 4.4 [ 13]. The blue curve here is for a twin jet setup. Synchronous generator and 
PWT are modeled together using a combined efficiency of 70% and time constant of 2s 
as DEG. TF of this block is TFTuRB = 1/(2s + I). Kr = 0.4732, K 1 = 1.6955 and K0 = 0 are 
used in PID controller of PWT (turbine block in Figure 4.3). The power output of the 
turbine generator block is as in Equation 4.6 
pturb_out = qpen_in * hres *dens* g * turbeff 4.6 
Here, pturb _out = turbine output power, qpen _in = incoming water flow to the turbine 
and turbe.ff= 70% as h1rbine efficiency. 
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Figure 4.4. Part flow efficiency of a Pelton wheel turbine 
4.2.9 Battery Bank Model 
In an isolated grid BB used as storage provides fast response which makes them favorable 
to improve power quality and gain system reliability. A bank of 300 batteries has been 
used here each having a capacity of 200A hr. Total 15 branches are connected in parallel 
where each branch consists of 20 batteries in series delivering a DC battery bus voltage of 
240V. A charging and a discharging block have been created to control the current and 
monitor the State of Charge (SOC) of the battery. A SLA battery should not be 
discharged when SOC goes down to 40%. Total coulomb capacity can be determined 
from the calculations below in Equation 4.7, (battery bank block in Figure 4.3) 
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Total cap= individual cap* 3600 *no. of branch 4.7 
= 200 * 3600 * 15 
= 10800000C (at 100% SOC) 
So the BB operates from 100% SOC to 40% SOC ( 4320000C). For charging current a 
maximum l 0% of the individual capacity will be allowed as in Equation 4.8 where 
charge_i = total charging current, ind_cap = individual capacity and nbat_yara =no. of 
branches. 
charge_i 0.1 * ind_cap * nbat_para 4.8 
discharge_i 0.33 * ind_cap * nbat_para 4.9 
A maximum of 72kW surplus power can be utilized to charge the BB almost 
instantaneously. For a maximum power shortage of 234kW can be supplied from the BB 
by discharging it to 'one third of the ,individual capacity' . In Equation 4.9 discharge _i = 
total discharging current. In this model initial SOC is chosen as 70% which is equivalent 
to 7560000C. While discharging, battery bank can be discharged at any rate below 
0. 33CA but that will affect the effective capacity of battery following the 'Peukert's law' . 
( )
k - 1 
It = c I~ 4.10 
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Here, ' It' is the effective capacity at discharge rate of I, H is the rated discharge time, in 
hours, k is the Peukert constant which is 1.2 for SLA battery. Along with this in this 
model the combined efficiency of battery and converters is considered as 80%. Equation 
4.11 is used to calculate the power delivered (pbat_out) by the battery where v_bat = 
240V, ibat_in =total discharging current and bateff= 80%. 
pbat_out = v_bat * ibat_in * bate[[ 4. 11 
TF of Battery Discharge block (Figure 4.3) is TF88 = 1/(0.02s + 1). As SLA battery has a 
very fast response in the range of milliseconds [14] , here modeled BB takes less than 
I OOms to reach steady state. Coefficients for the PID controller of this block are Kp = 
0.0001 , K1 = 2 13617.933 and K0 = 0. The BB wi ll provide power while mechanical 
subsystems are starting up . 
4.2.10 Dump Load Model 
A IMW (maximum) controllable dump load has been used to curtail the excess power 
from the grid while the wind speed is considerably high and/or the load demand is low. 
Maximum power dissipation in the dump load is 800kW (in the case 2 where wind speed 
is high and load is low). A PWM controller can be used to dump the surplus power from 
the grid to the dump load . The dump load help reduce the frequency spikes in the grid. 
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4.2.11 Model of the Electrical System 
The system inertia constant M and load-damping constant D have been used same as in 
Ref. [5]. The gain has been changed from 1.0 to 0.15 as 1.0 makes the system too 
sensitive. TF of the electrical system has been considered as TF ELEC = 0.15/(0.2s +0.012). 
Therefore, 0.05pu power deviation will cause O.Olpu or 0.6Hz frequency deviation (see 
electrical system block in Figure 4 .3). 
4.3 Supervisory Controller 
PTD controllers have been used to control all individual subsystems. To determine the 
optimum coefficients for the PTD controllers, Simulink built in PTD tuner has been used. 
Limiters have been used to clip all out of range values. A simple flowchart of the 
algorithm used in this model as the supervisory controller is shown in Figure 4 .5. It is 
shown as a block 'controller' in the Figure 4.3. DEG has the last priority to take control. 
Pump and Pelton wheel operate with the highest priority as per the requirement and BB 
compensates for the intermittent deviations due to the inertial delay of rotating 
mechanical devices. In each step supervisory controller keeps measuring the reservoir 
water volume, SOC and the grid power. When DEG takes control, a differential block 
measures the frequency deviation from the set value and according to the frequency droop 
characteristics curve of the DEG it adjusts its output power. 
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4.4 Results: Six Case Studies 
For different conditions of wind speed and load six cases are proposed in Table 4.1. 
These six cases cover possible normal and extreme operation of the hybrid power system. 
Simulation of the developed system model shown in Figure 4.3 has been done for one day 
i.e. 86400s. Site wind speed data and load data have been used [ 4]. Data is from the year 
2001. Inspecting site wind speed data and load data the lowest 24 hours average load was 
found to be 303kW on September 3, 2001 which is referred as 'Low load' in this paper. 
Load varies between 200kW to 330kW from 12:00:00AM to 11 :59:59PM. And the 
highest load found in the year of 2001 is 800kW on December 29, 2001 where load 
varied from 590kW to 990kW throughout the day. This is referred as 'High load' in this 
paper. 
Observing all daily average of wind speed data it has been found that on September 17, 
2001 a lowest daily average of wind speed was recorded which was 2.9m/s and wind 
speed stayed between Om/s to 9m/s .. This is referred here as 'Low wind'. Highest daily 
average wind speed has been found to be 13.75m/s on February 26, 2001 where it varied 
between 1 Om/s to 20m/s. This wind speed pattern is referred as 'High wind' in this paper. 
As an abrupt change of load, it is assumed that for a 1 OOOs time period load changes to 
700kW from SOOkW at t = 200s and props to SOOkW again at t = 700s while wind speed 
stays steady at Sm/s. On the other hand, abrupt change of wind speed has been considered 
as a rise to II m/s from 8m/s at t = 200s and again dropping back to 8m/s at t = 700s. For 
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this change the load has been assumed a constant at 500kW. Results for all six case 
studies with theses extreme conditions are presented below. 
Table 4.1. Six different cases of load and wind speed 
Case Load Wind speed 
1 Low (200kW to· 330kW) Low (Om/s to 9m/s) 
2 Low (200kW to 330kW) High (I Om/s to 20rn/s) 
3 High (590kW to 990kW) Low (Om/s to 9m/s) 
4 High (590kW to 990kW) High (I Om/s to 20rn/s) 
Abrupt load change (500kW to 700kW 
5 Steady in midrange (5m/s) 
at 200s and vice versa at 700s) 
Abrupt wind speed change 
6 Steady in midrange (500kW) (8m/s to 11 m/ s at 200s and 
vice versa at 700s) 
4.4.1 Case 1: Low Load and Low Wind 
In Case 1, Low load and low wind speed have been used as inputs to the dynamic model 
and system outputs are observed. From Figure 4.6 to Figure 4 .10 it can be observed that 
in the first 30000s load was very low so CP and BB charger worked to store the excess 
energy. From 30000s to 50000s load was increasing and PWT and BB delivered the 
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necessary power. After 50000s reser:v01r IS empty so DEG takes control and supply a 
maximum of 450kW for some time. 
If P grid>=300k W, Pp,11np=300k W 
If 100kW<Pgri ct<300kW, P"'""P=Pgn<l 
If P grict<= I OOk W. P"""'"=O 
Measure l\ur = P grid - Ppllmp_actual 
If P""->=72kW, Id,arge=O. I *C 
If 0<Psur<72kW, Ichargo=P,uJV 
If P sur<=O. Ichargo=O 
Power Dumping 
If -Pgrid>= l50kW, PIUrh=l50kW 
IT 50kW<-Pgrici< ISOkW, P!Urh=-Pgrid 
IJ -Pgrid<=50kW, Plllrh=O 
If Preq>=237k W. lcJi,charge=O.JJ*C 
If 0<Prcq<237kW. Iuisdwrge=Proq/V 
If Preq<=O, Idisciwrgc=O 
300kW<=Pm:G<=925kW 
DEG will provide rest of 
the power 
If P,urh= I 50kW 
lf Idischargc=O.JJ*C 
Figure 4.5. Simple flowchart of the algorithm used as supervisory controller 
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Figure 4.6. Load demand (kW) and wind speed (m/s) data for the case 1 
System frequency remains almost stable that day. A sudden frequency dip of 1.3Hz is 
observed in Figure 4.10 when load is increasing rapidly after t = 30000s and PWT 
respond slowly. Such a frequency dip is acceptable in remote hybrid power systems. This 
case study indicates that the developed model and supervisory controller is capable of 
conectly simulating the hybrid power system. The transients observed in these figures are 
not instantaneous rather slow variations. The x-axes cover a whole day simulation 
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(86400s) so these spikes are basically steady variations lasting minutes . In Figure 4.11, a 
zoomed result from 57700s to 57800s has been shown. 
Grid available power(kW) PEG varying output(kW) 
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Figure 4.7. In top figure, the grid available power (kW) and DEG varying output (kW) (with a 
minimum 300kW value) is shown and in the lower figure dump power (kW) is shown for the case 1 
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Figure 4.8. Pump power consumption (kW}, pump water flow (m3/s), the upper reservoir water 
volume (m\ turbine water flow rate (m3/s) and the turbine generated power (kW) for the case 1 
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Figure 4.9. Charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, discharging 
current (kA) and the power to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the battery are shown for the 
case 1 
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Figure 4.1 0. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load and 
the resultant frequency deviation for the case 1 
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Figure 4.11. Simulation result has been zoomed from 57700s to 57800s to show the transients. In top 
figure, the grid available power (kW) and DEG varying output (kW) is shown and in the lower figure 
the resultant frequency deviation is shown for the case 1 
4.4.2 Case 2: Low Load and High"Wind 
In case 2, a low load and high wind speed have been used in the dynamic model to 
observe the system outputs and responses. Figure 4.12 shows the selected data. Daily load 
cycle and random variation is shown in the top section of Figure 4.12. From Figure 4.13 
to Figure 4.16 it can be observed that as wind is high and load is low, the water reservoir 
and BB become fully charged in the first 8000s and 1 0000s respectively. After that all the 
excess power goes to the dump load. The maximum power dissipation in the dump load is 
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800kW. System frequency is totally stable for all time as it is maintained by the diesel. 
These results also show that the developed model is capable of correctly simulating the 
complex Ramea hybrid power system. 
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Figure 4.12. Load demand (kW) and wind speed (m/s) data for case 2 
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DEG ~ng output(kW) 
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Figure 4.13. In the top part, grid available power (kW) and DEG output (kW) (with flat 300kW 
value) are shown and in the lower part dump power (kW) is shown for the case 2 
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Figure 4.14. Pumping power (kW), pumping water flow rate (m3/s), upper reservoir water volume 
(m3), turbine water flow (m3/s) and turbine generated power (kW) for the case 2 
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Figure 4.15. Charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, discharging 
current (kA) and the power injected to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the battery are shown 
above for the case 2 
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Grid surplus power(kW) (without pumped storag.e and battery) 
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Figure 4.16. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load and 
the resultant frequency deviation are shown above for the case 2 
4.4.3 Case 3: High Load and Low Wind 
In case 3, high load and low wind speed have been used as inputs to the dynamic model 
to observe the outputs and system responses. Selected one day load data and wind speed 
are shown in Figure 4.17 below. 
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From Figure 4.17 to Figure 4 .21 it has been observed that in first 5500s reservOir 
becomes empty and by I 0000s BB almost discharged. This is because load is very high 
and WT are not delivering enough power due to very low wind speed. DEG delivers the 
required amount No power dumping happened in this case. System frequency remains 
quite stable though two frequency dips of 0.6Hz and 0.9Hz are observed when load 
suddenly dips around 40000s and 60000s. Such small frequency dips are considered 
acceptable for remote hybrid power system. 
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Figure 4.17. Load demand (kW) and wind speed (m/s) data for the case 3 
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Grid available power(~W) DEG varying output(kW) 
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Figure 4.18. In top figure, grid available power (kW) and DEG varying output (kW) (from 400kW to 
925kW) are shown and in the bottom part dump power (kW) is shown for the case 3 
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Figut·e 4.19. Pumping power (kW), pumping water flow (m3/s), upper reservoir water volume (m\ 
turbine water flow (m3/s) and turbine generated power (kW) are shown for the case 3 
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Figure 4.20. Charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, discharging 
current (kA) and injected power to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the battery are for the 
case 3 
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Grid surplus power(kW) (without pumped storage and battery) 
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Figure 4.21. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load and 
the resultant system frequency deviation for the case 3 
4.4.4 Case 4: High Load and High Wind 
For case 4, high load and high wind speed have been used as inputs to the dynamic model 
and observe the outputs and system responses. Figure 4.22 shows the selected load and 
wind speed data for the case 4. The system simulation results are shown in the Figure 
4.23 to Figure 4.26 below. From Figure 4 .22 to Figure 4.26 it has been observed that in 
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the first 7000s reservoir becomes full and by 12000s BB is showing 100% SOC. As wind 
is very high WTs are generating enough power to the system so DEG delivers only 
300kW and maintains the system stability. Remaining excess power is being dumped 
depending on the load changes. System frequency is stable for the whole time. One 
frequency dip of 0.4Hz is observed at 65000s. This happens when hydro generation turns 
on for a while. 
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Figure 4.22. Load demand (kW) and wind speed (m/s) data for the case 4 
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Grid a,xaitabte 
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Figure 4.23. In top figure grid available power (kW) and DEC output (kW) (flat 300kW value) are 
shown and in the lower part dump power (kW) is shown for the case 4 
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Figure 4.24. Pumping power (kW), pumping water flow (m3/s), upper reservoir water volume (m\ 
turbine water flow (m3/s) and turbine generated power (kW) for the case 4 are shown above 
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Figure 4.25. Charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, discharging 
current (kA) and the power injected to th~ grid (kW) due to the discharging of the battery are shown 
above for the case 4 
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Figure 4.26. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load are 
shown above. The resultant frequency deviation is also plotted for the case 4 
4.4.5 Case 5: Abrupt Change of Load While Wind Speed is Steady in the Midrange 
For this case study a simple step change in the load is assumed. This case study is done to 
observe the system dynamics in case of a change in the load. From Figure 4.27 to Figure 
4.31 it has been found that PWT supplies a maximum of 150kW power for the whole 
time and DEG delivers the excess required amount from 200s to 700s. No water pumping 
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and no power dumping occur. Such sudden load change of 200kW leads to a frequency 
fluctuation of 0.2Hz that dies down in 40s. System is capable of maintaining an almost 
stable frequency in such rare event. 
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Figure 4.27. Load demand (kW) and wind speed (m/s) data for the case 5 
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Figure 4.28. In top part, grid available power (kW) and DEG varying output (kW) (that changes 
from 300kW to SOOkW) arc shown. In the lower part dump load power (kW) is plotted for the case 5 
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Figure 4.29. Pumping power (kW), pumping water flow (m3/s), upper reservoir water volume (m3), 
turbine water flow (m3/s) and turbine generated power (kW) are plotted above for the case 5 
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Figure 4.30. Charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, discharging 
current (kA) and injecting power to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the battery are plotted 
above for the case 5 
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Figm·e 4.31. The grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load 
and the resultant frequency deviation for the case 5 
4.4.6 Case 6: Load is Steady in the Midrange and Wind Speed is Changed 
Abruptly 
In this case study load is a constant ·while wind speed is increased and then decreased. 
The system inputs are shown in the Figure 4.32. Simulation results are shown in Figure 
4.32 to Figure 4.36. 
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From Figure 4.32 to it has been found that as wind speed increases the water pumping 
starts and operates of its maximum rating from t=200s to 700s. BB is charging too for a 
wh ile. DEG is supplying 300kW all time. 
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Figure 4.32. Load demand (kW) and wind speed (m/s) data for the case 6 
At 700s a sudden l.lHz system frequency dip is found when wind speed drops from to 
8m/s from llm/s. Such a large dip may not be acceptable. But a sudden wind speed drop 
of 3m/s is impossible. This case study shows that the proposed supervisory controller is 
capable of controlling the system in extreme conditions. 
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Figure 4.33. In the top part, grid available power (kW) and DEG varying output (kW) (with a flat 
300kW) and in bottom part dump power (kW) is shown for the case 6 
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Figure 4.34. Pumping power (kW), pumping water flow (m3/s), upper reservoir water volume (m3) , 
turbine water flow (m3/s) and turbine generated power (kW) arc shown above for the case 6 
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Figure 4.35. Charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, discharging 
current (kA) and injected power to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the battery are plotted 
above for the case 6 
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Figure 4.36. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump 
resistance and the resultant frequency deviation are shown above for the case 6 
All above discussed 6 cases show almost steady system frequency for extreme conditions. 
These are extreme situations for the load demand and wind speed data in a year. Real 
situations may be much milder than above selected cases. 
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4.5 Conclusions 
This paper presented a dynamic simulation model and a supervtsory controller for a 
remote hybrid power system with a proposed pumped hydro storage. From the simulation 
results , based on six possible extreme cases, it can be concluded a) a minimum of 300kW 
operation of DEG permits higher penetration of wind energy and leads to a low diesel 
consumption and maintains a fairly stable system frequency b) proposed dump load 
addition will prevent the system frequency spikes in high wind and make the system 
operation easier and results in less frequency deviations. Expected response of pump 
hydro system with battery storage is acceptable for a remote location like Ramea Island. 
Simulation of the presented dynamic model with proposed PHS, BB and dump load is 
significantly fast. Using a 0 .0 Is time step, a day i.e. 86400s simulation takes about 30min 
to complete on a computer with Intel Core2Duo 2. 1 GHz processor. The system model 
presented in this paper includes all real world characteristics curves, nonlinear 
efficiencies, losses and a superv isory controller. Moreover, this model can be used to 
check system stability and be modified easily for possible future extension to the hybrid 
power system. Wind data and load data of any day can be used with the model to 
determine the system expected response. This model allows us to simulate few months of 
operations of Ramea hybrid system and study parameters such as fuel consumption. Such 
a study is not possible in any commercially available software. Incorporating higher 
order complicated system components models in the blocks of this model can improve 
this model but that will considerably increase the simulation time. As a future work, 
system AC voltage analysis can be done to observe the voltage variations in the system. 
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5 Diesel Consumption in a High Penetration Remote Hybrid Power 
System with a Pumped Hydro and Battery Storage 
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Abstract 
In this research diesel consumption for three operational modes of a remote Hybrid Power 
System (HPS) is studied. The system consists of a 925kW diesel engine generator, a 
proposed pumped hydro storage system, battery bank and dump load. The proposed 
system is a replacement of the existing inefficient electrolyzer, hydrogen storage and 
generator system for Ramea Newfoundland. The hybrid system has been modeled with 
detailed customized function blocks in Simulink. Different modes of diesel engine 
generator have been studied here to estimate the fuel consumption, no of switching and 
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system frequency deviation. The HPS dynamic model presented here is fast, accurate and 
includes dynamic and supervisory controllers. The proposed real time control algorithm 
observes the surplus/missing power in the grid and regulates all components to maintain 
high penetration of wind energy while maintaining a stable system frequency. This paper 
presents three different operational modes of diesel engine and HPS simulation results. 
Index Terms- Hybrid Power System; Dynamic Modeling; Wind Power; Pumped Hydro 
Storage; Renewable Energy; Wind-diesel systems. 
5.1 Nomenclature 
HPS- Hybrid Power System 
PHS- Pumped Hydro Storage 
WT -Wind Turbine 
DEG - Diesel Engine Generator 
HES - Hydrogen Electrolyzer and Storage 
HPG - Hydrogen Powered Generator · 
BB - Battery Bank 
SOC - State of Charge 
IM - Induction Motor 
CP - Centrifugal Pump 
DL- Dump Load 
PWT - Pelton Wheel Turbine 
TF - Transfer Functions 
TC - Time Constant 
PID- Proportional-Integral-Derivative 
5.2 Introduction 
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RAMEA is a small island located off the south coast of Newfoundland, Canada. In 2004, 
Ramea was selected as the first pilot project site for a remote Wind-Diesel-Hydrogen 
HPS which was led by the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro. The major objective of 
this project was to demonstrate substantial improvement of energy efficiency and 
reliability after incorporating Wind-Diesel Integrated Control System (WDICS) to the 
island's grid which can reduce the use of diesel power by using wind energy in remote 
and isolated location. This wind-diesel pilot system is generating almost 106 kWh of 
electricity and offsetting nearly 750 tons of greenhouse gas emissions per annum [1] [2]. 
Hybrid system in Ramea has six 65kW Windmatic 15s and three 100kW 
NorthemPowerl 00 WT. Three 925kW DEG are available but only one is used as the 
main power source. A Hydrogen Electrolyzer and Storage (HES) and a 250kW Hydrogen 
Powered Generator (HPG) have been installed to achieve high wind penetration. This 
HES and HPG have efficiencies respectively 70% and 35%. In overall they give a poor 
tum around conversion efficiency of less than 25% [3] and leads to many safety issues. 
Optimal sizing and site selection of a'Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS) system replacing the 
HES and HPG with detailed infmmation, analysis and dynamic simulation has been 
presented in [ 4]. It has been explained in [ 4] that using a 150kW PHS system with a 
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3932m3 water reservoir at 63m height on the top of 'Man of War' hill, it is possible to 
achieve almost 37% renewable energy fraction. In [4] only 24s of system dynamic 
simulation was presented that took days of computer time to simulate the system. 
Simulation also had convergence issues from 11 s to 16s. To reduce simulation time 
simple first order models have been used here which makes the analysis easier and gives 
fairly accurate solutions. Ref. [5] shows the stability of a self-governing HPS with battery 
bank (BB) and flywheel by time-domain simulations. But, the presented three 
mathematical subsystems had no controller and nonlinear efficiency, friction and 
response times are ignored. This paper presents the system with components modeled 
with simple first order Transfer Function (TF) juxtaposing all nonlinear efficiencies, 
dynamic frictions and TCs related to the subsystem. Some system details may be found in 
[6]. 
A BB has been used to supply or store the intermittent power as Induction Motor (IM) 
and Centrifugal Pump (CP) or Pelton Wheel Turbine (PWT) and DEG have higher time 
constant (TC) than BB. A controllable dump load (DL) has also been used to dump the 
excess power instantaneously. Presented model has PID controllers and all its 
subsystems. Built in PID tuner of Simulink has been used to determine the PID 
parameters. Parameters and characteristic data of the WTs and DEG used in Ramea HPS 
are taken from the respective manufacturers. All other subsystem models e.g. CP, PWT, 
BB have been fonned using data obtained from data sheets of actual devices. 
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Figure 5.1. Simulink- MA TLAB embedded function block based dynamic model of Ramea hybrid 
power system with PHS, BB and DL 
5.3 Dynamic Model Description 
In this study simulations have been done for 86400s (one day) with models with simple 
I st order TFs to simulate the transient behavior of the HPS. In Figure 5.1 all subsystems 
represent the exact real world components with all nonlinear losses. 
5.3.1 Inputs: Wind Speed and Load Data 
In this model 1Hz wind speed data from the Prince Edward Island (PEl), Newfoundland, 
Canada is used (such data for Ramea was not available). Average value of the one day 
data was adjusted to represent yearly average wind speed at Ramea e.g. 4.9ms-1• Ramea 
load data for one day is used from [ 4] with an average of 303kW as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Load demand (kW} 
6QQ...------.----'---,----.---...------,----,----,---~-r=----,t 
Figure 5.2. Load demand data and Wind speed data for one day (86400s) 
5.3.2 Subsystem Blocks 
Six 65kW Windmatic and three 1 OOkW Northern Power WTs are modeled where WT 
TCs are used following the equation from [7] . 
H "" 1 87 * p 0 .0597 WT- · WT 5.1 
In Equation 5.1 Hwr is the mechanical inertia TC and Pwr is the power of the WT in 
watts. So calculation gives 3.6s for 65kW Windmatic 15s [8] and 3.7s for lOOkW 
Northern Power 100 [9]. A 925kW DEG has been modeled with acceleration TC 
calculated by the following equation. 
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5.2 
Here, J is the moment of inertia; OJ17 is the rated angular velocity, which equals 27rf; Sn is 
the DEG nominal apparent power; T DEG is the acceleration TC rated to Sn. In the 
datasheet of the DEG, J = 20kg.m2 which results in T DEG = 2 s. With this TC the DEG 
needs about I Os to reach its steady state value. Frequency droop curve has been 
introduced considering that this DEq has a ~P/~f ratio of 300kW/l Hz. A DEG can 
operate from 30% to 1 00% of its rated power. In operating mode 2 with proposed 
continuous control, the DEG can operate below 30% with the help of a controllable 
inverter. Diesel consumption curve has been produced for this DEG from the 
manufacturer provided data . 
A 200hp IM and CP system have been modeled assuming that this pumping system needs 
30s to settle down comparing the starting time of a 4000hp - 1 OOOrpm pumping system 
which takes 2:30 minutes to reach its.rated output [10] . A 150kW PWT combined with a 
synchronous generator has been modeled having 70% efficiency and TC of 2s . A 70m in 
length and 15cm in radius penstock has been modeled assuming laminar flow inside the 
pipe. Darcy- Weisbach equation for fr iction inside the penstock has been used here. 
A BB with 300 of 200Ahr Sealed Lead Acid batteries has been introduced where 20 
batteries are connected in a branch making the DC bus voltage of 240V. These batteries 
can operate from 40% to 100% SOC and charging and discharging rate can be up to 10% 
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and 33% of the capacity respectively. Effect of' Peukert's law' on the effective capacity 
has been considered too. Conversion efficiency has been considered as 80%. 
A I MW controllable dump load has been modeled to stabilize the system frequency by 
removing excess power from the grid. As in [5] system inertia constant M and damping 
constant D have been used and gain has been adjusted so that 0.05pu power deviation will 
cause 0.0 I pu or 0.6Hz frequency deviation. This is acceptable for remote hybrid power 
systems. 
5.3.3 Outputs 
System stability has been judged by· the frequency variation in the grid. As in a small 
isolated HPS, a maximum of 2Hz sudden frequency dip is tolerable. Operational curves 
for all components with frequency deviation have been shown later for four different 
mode of operation of DEG. 
5.4 Study of diesel consumption 
Diesel consumptions have been studied for 3 different modes. In mode 1, DEG is always 
tumed on and operating in between 300kW to 925kW as required. In mode 2 DEG can be 
switched off but if it' s on it will operate from 300kW to 925kW. In mode 3, DEG will be 
operated under continuous control where it can operate below 300kW. And in mode 4 
DEG will stay in its present state for at least lOmin after the recent switch over. 
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5.4.1 Mode 1: DEG always ON 
System simulation results are shown in Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.6. It can be observed that, 
in this mode DEG is operating at least 300kW for the whole time as power requirement 
was low. Surplus power has been dumped in DL. Maximum frequency dip is found to be 
1.5Hz. Total diesel consumption is this mode in one day is expected as 2323L. 
Vp.rying surplus grid power{kW) and DEG 300kW output 
~oo~--~----~----~----~--~----~----~----~--~~ 0 
olfset: 0 
Figure 5.3. In top figure, the grid available power (kW) and DEG output (kW) (with a minimum 
300kW value) is shown and in the lower figure dump power (kW) is shown for mode 1 
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Figure 5.4. Pump power consumption (kW), pump water flow (m3/s), the upper reservoir water 
volume (m3), turbine water flow rate (m3/s) and the turbine generated power (kW) for the Mode 1 
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Figure 5.5. BB charging current (kA), charging power (kW}, percentage of state of charge, 
discharging current (kA) and the power to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the battery are 
shpwn for the mode 1 
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Figure 5.6. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load and 
the resultant frequency deviation for the mode 1 
5.4.2 Mode 2: DEG is operating independently without time constraint 
In this mode DEG is operating as needed for the whole time. System simulation results 
are shown from Figure 5.7 to Figure 5. 10. In simulation results it can be observed that 
DEG is switching over frequently from 0 to 300kW as there is no continuous control. 
Maximum frequency deviation is f<;>und to be -7Hz from I 0000s to 30000s for the 
unsteady supply from DEG. Total fuel consumption is reduced to 1866L. In Figure 5.1 1 
(zoomed figure) the frequent switching of the DEG has been shown. Such a switching 
operation is not recommended for diesel generators. A continuous control of DEG power 
can solve this problem which is shown in Figure 5 .12. This can be achieved by using a 
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variable speed diesel with an AC-DC-AC linl<. With this type of control fuel consumption 
is little bit higher than ON/OFF operation which is 2039L but the system provides better 
system stability e.g. maximum 0.15Hz frequency dip. 
Figure 5.7.ln the top part, grid available power (kW) and DEG output (kW) (with flat 300kW value) 
are shown a nd in the lower part dump power (kW) is shown for the mode 2 
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Figure 5.8. Pumping power (kW), pumping water flow rate (m3/s), upper reservoir water volume 
(m\ turbine water flow (m3/s) and turbine generated power (kW) for the mode 2 
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Figure 5.9. BB charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, 
discharging current (kA) and the power injected to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the 
battery are shown above for the mode 2 
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Figure 5.10. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load and 
the resultant frequency deviation are shown above for the mode 2 
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Figure 5.11. In the top part, grid available power (kW) and DEG output (kW) are shown and in the 
lower part the resultant frequency deviation (Hz) are shown for 14800s to 16000s in mode 2 
Grid available power(kW) and OEG varying output(kW) (upper curv~} 
Frequency deviation (Hz) 
Figure 5.12. In the top part, grid available power (kW) and DEG output (kW) are shown and in the 
lower part the resultant frequency deviation (Hz) are shown for the continuous control of DEG in 
Mode2 
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5.4.3 Mode 3: DEG is operating with 10 minutes time constraint 
In this mode DEG can operate independently for the whole time but it will remain in its 
present operating state for at least 10 minutes after any recent switch over. Simulations 
results of mode 3 are shown From Figure 5.13 to Figure 5.16. It can be observed that 
DEG is remaining in its last state for 10 minutes . Total fuel consumption in this mode 
using same wind and load data is 2110L and maximum frequency dip is found -10Hz. 
That may be acceptable. In Table 5.1 all diesel consumption results are summarized. 
Grid available power(kW) and DEG varying output(kW) 
ooo.---~--~~==~~~~==~~=-~~~~==~~~~· 
600 
Dump power(kW} 
500 
Figure 5.13. In the top part, grid available power (kW) and DEC output (kW) (with flat 300kW 
value) are shown and in the lower part dump power (kW) is shown for the mode 3 
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pumpming power(kW) 
Turbine water flow(m"3) 
offset 0 
Figure 5.14. Pumping power (kW), pumping water flow rate (m3/s), upper reservoir water volume 
(m\ turbine water flow (m3/s) and turbine generated power (kW) for the mode 3 
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Figure 5.15. BB charging current (kA), charging power (kW), percentage of state of charge, 
discharging current (kA) and the power injected to the grid (kW) due to the discharging of the 
battery arc ·shown above for the mode 3 
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Grid surplus power(kW) (without pumped storage and 
ooo ~~~----~--~~--~----~--~----~----~~~J 
Frequency deviation (Hz) 
20.----,-----,=-~~---------.-----.----.---~~~-, 
Figure 5.16. Grid surplus power (kW) with and without pumped storage, battery and dump load and 
the resultant frequency deviation are shown above for the mode 3 
Table 5.1. Study of Diesel consumption for different modes 
Diesel Maximum No. of 
MODES DEG operation mode Intake Frequency Switching (Liter) deviation (Hz) 
Mode 1 Always ON 2323 -1.5 0 
Mode 2 
ON/OFF 1866 -7 Many 
Continuous control 2039 -0.15 0 
Mode 3 Minimum I 0 min after last switching over 2110 -10 Less 
5.5 Conclusion 
Dynamic simulation and supervisory control of a remote hybrid power system with 
pumped hydro and battery storage system has been presented in this paper. Simulation 
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results indicate that the continuous control is giving the best solution in tem1s of fuel 
consumption and frequency stability. Incorporating an inverter type DEG with the 
proposed pumped hydro system, ba~tery bank and dump load can maximize the wind 
energy penetration in Ramea hybrid system and reduce the diesel consumption and 
stabi lize the system frequency. 
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6 Conclusion, Contribution and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusion 
The main conclusions of this research are: 
6.1.1 Faster simulation with simpler but detailed dynamic model and intelligent 
supervisory controller is pos~ible 
This study shows a new way to model a hybrid power system with a detailed dynamic 
simulation model along with a supervisory controller. Giving priority to the simplicity, 
simulation time and accuracy; dynamic model for all components of Ramea hybrid power 
system with a proposed pumped hydro system and battery bank have been done. 
Simulation time is significantly reduced due to the simplicity of the technique used here. 
A computer with Intel Core2Duo 2. 1 GHz processor, 4GB RAM and simulation time step 
of 0.01 s, one day (86400 seconds) simulation for any case takes only 30 minutes. 
Modeling with Simulink built in blocks has been tried before moving with this modeling 
technique which led to prolongs simulation time and most of the time simulation did not 
converge at all. 1st order transfer functions giving almost same dynamic characteristics 
depending on the sizing of the corresponding components and their functions blocks have 
been modeled with real world characteristics curves, losses and necessary nonlinear 
efficiencies. 
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6.1.2 Analyses for all extreme cases could be done 
Comprehensive case studies of Ramea hybrid power system along with output results 
have been presented in this research._ It can be concluded from the simulation results of 
six possible extreme cases that, higher penetration of wind energy results in low diesel 
consumption. It can be obtained if a 925kW DEG is operated in a minimum of 300kW 
settings and results indicate that it maintains a fairly stable system frequency for the 
whole operation time. 
Table 6.1. Maximum system frequency deviation for all six cases 
Maximum 
Case Load Wind speed frequency 
deviation 
1 
Low (200kW to 
Low (Om/s to 9m/s) I. 3Hz 
330kW) 
Low (200kW to 
High (lOm/s to 20m/s) ~OHz 2 
330kW) 
3 
High (590kW to 
Low (Om/s to 9m/s) 0.9Hz 
990kW) 
High (590kW to 
High (lOm/s to 20m/s) 0.4Hz 4 
990kW) 
Abrupt load change 0.2Hz 
5 
(500kW to 700kW at 
Steady in midrange (Sm/ s) 
200s and vice versa at 
700s) 
Steady midrange 
Abrupt wind speed change 1.1Hz 
111 
6 (500kW) (8m/s to 11rn/s at 200s and 
vice versa at 700s) 
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In Table 6.1 above it has been shown that maximum system frequency deviations are 
quite reasonable and only occur for a short duration. Besides, proposed dump load can 
prevent system frequency spikes in h~gh wind or low load and battery bank is working as 
a buffer between turning on and off of the mechanical devices e.g. pump, turbine or even 
DEG. In consequence, altogether system operation is much easier and less frequency 
deviations is observed even for most extreme condition of the wind speed and load 
demand. Overall response found in t.he study is quite satisfactory for a remote location 
such as Ramea Island. 
6.1.3 Modified control of DEG is required for high penetration of wind energy 
In the later part of this research, in Chapter 5 diesel consumptions for various operating 
mode of diesel engine generator have been studied and simulation results indicate that the 
continuous control of DEG delivering the best result in tenns of fuel consumption and 
frequency stability. Reduced fuel consumption leads to lower cost of energy, less 
greenhouse gas emissions and smaller diesel reserve requirement. Three operational 
modes have been studied i.e. Mode 1: DEG always ON, Mode 2: DEG ON-OFF without 
any time delay, modified Mode 2: DEG Continuous control and Mode 3: DEG ON-OFF 
with 1Om in time delay. An inverter type continuous controlled DEG would consume 
2039 liter which is around 300 liter less than always ON mode and results in a maximum 
of 0.15Hz frequency dip. The wind energy penetration in Ramea HPS can be maximized 
by incorporating an inverter type DEG with the proposed PHS system and duel storage 
facilities; BB and DL. 
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6.2 Contribution 
Some major contributions of this research to the field of renewable energy are: 
6.2.1 Novel method for dynamic modeling 
Modeling method used here is novel. Use of Simulink customizable function block 
instead of built-in subsystem blocks provides a lot of flex ibility to modify and design 
according to the original devices. In most of the Simulink pre-built blocks, all parameters 
cannot be modified as needed or an additional parameter cannot be incorporated. For 
higher order complex design, or in a complicated design such as this HPS, simulation 
does not converge. This novel modeling method gives an endless opportunity to have 
complete control over the modeling- and simulation. Another important aspect of this 
technique is, built-in Simulink blocks still can be used in this model and MATLAB codes 
inside the function block can be modified too . 
6.2.2 Compatibility and flexibility 
This model can be used to study system stability and be modified easily for potential 
future modification to the remote HPS. Any type of dynamic controller e.g. fuzzy, neural 
network can be implemented here too. For any change of the existing system components 
only system characteristics parameters and transfer function need to be modified. By this 
process this model can be used to justify feasibility of a PHS system in a HPS for a 
different location. Different wind data and load data of any day can be fed into this model 
to determine the system expected re~ponse. If enough time is given, this model will be 
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able to simulate few months of operations and study any desired parameters e.g. fuel 
consumption as well. Such kind of flexibility is not possible to find in any commercially 
available software. 
6.2.3 Supervisory controller design and simulation 
Designed supervisory controller has a real time control algorithm which dynamically 
monitors available surplus or missing power in the grid and operates pumps or generator 
as required and also controls charging and discharging of the battery bank. The proposed 
supervisory controller controls two energy storage systems and flattens the total 
generation curve and follows the ·fluctuating demand curve to reduce the system 
transients. Supervisory controller developed in this research typically keeps the DEG 
always ON in the range of 30% to 100% of the rated power operation of DEG. For high 
penetration HPS supervisory controller has been introduced for different operational 
mode of DEG e.g. continuous control, DEG ON-OFF operation etc. High penetration 
diesel OFF operation of HPS needs complicated control over all of the system 
components hence an intelligent supervisory controller. Load fo llowing strategy has been 
used in this study. That means DEG has not been used to charge the BB. But cycle 
charging or any other customized strategy can be developed easily if needed. 
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6.3 Future Work 
• This model can be developed further by integrating higher order models in the 
blocks of system components but simulation time will increase considerably. 
More complicated models may give better performance of the system and provide 
opportunity to analyze higher order transient responses . 
• AC voltage and reactive power analysis of the system can be done to observe AC 
transient behavior e.g. phase angle, reactive power measurements. Integration of 
synchronous condenser or variable capacitors into the existing system can be done 
using higher order dynamic · models. Controls of such system will be more 
complicated. 
• Other types of dynamic controllers e.g. fuzzy logic, neural network can be used 
here as a future work to study possible improvement to the transient behavior of 
this model. 
• This model can be experimented for other remote hybrid power systems with 
different ratings and configurations by changing the block parameters as needed. 
• A detailed environmental impact analysis and economic analysis can also be done. 
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DIESEL GENERATOR SET 
TECHNICAL DATA 
Image shown may not 
reflect actual package. 
STANDBY 
1000 ekW 1250 kVA 
60Hz 1800 rpm 480 Volts 
Caterpillar is leading t he power generati on 
ma rketplace with Power Solutio ns engineered 
to deliver unmatched flexibili ty, expa ndability, 
reliability, a nd cost-effectiveness. 
Open Generator Set · · 1800 rpm/60 Hz/ 480 Volts DM9939 
Lo w Fuel Consumption 
Generator Set Package Perfo mumce 
Genset Power rating @ 0.8 pf 1250 kVA 
Genset Power rating INith fan 1000 ekW 
Fuel Consumption 
100% load w ith fan 262.7 U hr 69.4 Gallhr 
75% load w ith fan 195.9 l./hr 51.8 Ga Vhr 
~% load w ith fan 135.9 Uh r 35.9 GaUhr 
Cooling System1 
Air fl ow restriction (system) 0.12 kPa 0.48 in. water 
Engine coolant capacity 55.0 L 14.5gal 
Inlet Air 
Combustion a ir inlet flow rate 82.6 m 'lmin 2917.0 elm 
E"haust System 
Exhaus t stack gas temperature 473.4 . c 884.1 ' F 
Exhaust gas fl ow rate 214.7 m 'im in 7582. 1 elm 
Exh8ust flange s ize (internal diameter) 203mm 8 in 
Exhaust system backpressure ~maximum allowable) 10.0 kPa 40.2 in. water 
Heat Rejection 
Heat rejection to coolent hotall 359 kW 20416 Bt u/min 
Heat re jection to exhaust (tota l) 965 kW 54879 Btu/min 
Heat rejection to aftercoole r 249 kW 14161 Bt u/min 
Heat rejection to s tmosphere from e ngine 127 kW 7222 Btu/ min 
Heat rejection to atmosphere from generator 62.7 kW 3565.7 Btu/m in 
Atternator~ 
Motor starting capabi lity @ 30% vo ltage dip 2734 skVA 
Frame 1402 
Temperature Rise 125 · c 226' F 
Lube System 
Sump refill with filter 99.0 L 26.2 gal 
Emissions INo minaiP 
NOx g./hp-hr 6.1 g/hp· h r 
CO g/hp· hr . 18 g/hp-h r 
HC g/hp-hr .01 g/hp· h r 
PM glhp· hr .02 g/hp-h r 
Figure A.S. Datasheet of lOOOkW Diesel Engine Generator, fuel consumption data has been taken 
from here 
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THREE PHAS.E SYNCRONOUS GENERATOR S MarelliGenerat~rs· MJH 400 LB4 
4 poles 
CONTINUOUS DU TY 50 Hz - 1500 rpm 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE 40' C 
INSULATION CLASS F 
TEMP E.RATU RE RISE 
VOLTAGE 
RATING 
EFFICIENCY ("1.1@ 0,8 p .f. 
EFFICIENCY {"/•I@ 1 p.f . 
,SHORT CIRC UI T RATIO 
REACTANCES[%] 
I 01rec1 axi~ ~ynchronolJS 
Oua&~ture i.1;(15 S)T1d1ron~.,s I D1r0e1 axis transee.rn 
One:ct ax1~ s.ullllansrern I Ouacr.rature a)CJS !a.Jbtran~.ent 
Negat ·t: seq~J&nce I Zero sequen<:e 
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I 0 -eM l>Mflrigllubr1 11011 
N·end oeartng/LubiiC~ liOi l 
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Figure A.6. Datasheet of 816kW Diesel Engine Gener ator, iner tia data has been taken from her e 
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Figure A.7. Centrifugal pump with induction motor coupled 
F igure A.8. Multi-jet Pelton wheel turbine 
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Appendix B 
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Figure B.l. Wind data input window 
rJ Signal Builder (blockdiagl6_deg300/ Demand data) * 
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Figure B.2. Load data input window 
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Figure B.3. Simulink built in interactive PID tuner 
f2p(df ) 
p u = (62 - (df + 60) )/2; 
dp-..l = 1 - p·~ ; 
p = dp·.l • 6250000 ; 
Hw:ifJ»I~t"'lf\tf1 • 
·~· 
.J o :s97s 
O.U559 :j 1.4735 
:I '""' 0.857 
Apply I Hflp 
Figure 8.4. Simulink function block for diesel engine frequency droop 
·~:"!c<:io:1 d 
%o!:code,;e:-. 
d = 0 ; 
:Cf X -= 0 
diesel( x ) 
d = 2E-14• x A2 + SE-OB •x + 0 . 0101 ; 
2f X == 0 ; 
d = 0 ; 
Figure B.S. Simulink function block for measurement of diesel consumption 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f~nct1o~ [vres, qre3 out] 
%= -:: odeG"e:=--~ 
r ese r"' ... oir (qres i!1, t u rl:ctrl, v res _ prev , t s ) 
~res = 63 ; 
d e:1s = 1000 ; 
g := 9 . Sl ; 
t.u rbeff = 0 . 7 ; 
qre3_0'..lt = O; 
v res = vres_prev ; 
1f qres i:1 > 0 && t.urbct.r l 0 
qres out.=O; 
1
.rre.:s = v res _ p rev· + qres :.~ "' ts ; 
e:1d 
1f qres_i:1 == 0 && t. u rbc t. r _ > 0 
qres out.= t.urbct.r_/ (~res•de:1 3" g "t.urbeff ); 
v res = "'.rres _ prev - qres _ out "' ts; 
Figure B.6. Simulink function block for upper water reservoir 
f ·~:1ct1o:1 ::llo !l!l - p1pe lo"" ( q::e3) 
% :;- c~::der;e:-. 
Lp J.pe=70; 
DpJ.pe=0 . 30 ; 
Ap .:.pe=pi • (Dpipe/ 2 )~2; 
g =9 . o1 ; 
~d·=:-.s=:.:~:::·; 
~V~3:03~C~ a~ 25= 
klo33co=7 ; %rr1~cr :c3s cc~ff1c:~~t f~~ ~a~er rre~e~ 
Ve l01NaterpUJqJ = qre 3/Apipe ; 
\:!Ze= c : el-::..:ate::.·p·..:rr.{: '"' DI=::.pe · de::=J / v :.3c: ; 
Re = 2000 ; 
flarr.= 6~/Re ; 
~:-.t:· .:.~-=f~:. ~~=f!.arr ... 1.:~:.~e· C;::.t::-= J ... ( (~.'e.:..~ ·,.;a:. -:::.::-~:..:....~.;: ·"2) /2 · g) ; 
%Da==~·-we~3bac~ eq~as~c;: for ~ead :~33 ~~e t~ f::c~:.c~ 
~pipefn.c = (: • f l arr.•Lp1pe • q:: e !l ~2) I ( <r 3. 1 H 6~2 • Dp_pe '5) ; 
:Olo33IT.eter = kl 0 33CO " (Ve lowa t e rpcm.p'2) I (2 • g ); 
310 33 = ~pipefric + ~lossrreter; 
Figure B.7. Simulink function block for dynamic losses inside the pipe 
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f~~ct1cn [ 1bat di~c~arg,~cc ] ~ batteryba~k(1bat_c~arg,~oc_prev , dl.~charctrl,ts ) 
1Cat_d1~c~arq = O; 
!IOC • !IOC_prev; 
1f l.Cat_c~arg > 0 ~ & d1~c~arctrl == 0 
ibat_ d1scharg = O: 
s:oc = soc_prev • 1bat c!":ta:::g " ts ; 
~f 1bat_c~arc == 0 && d1~c~arctrl > 0 
1bat_d1sc~arq = d1!1C~arct:l; 
e::1d 
3 0C 
e:--.d 
rr.ult1pl1er = 1/ ( ( :. o"'O . 2 ) .. ( (ibat _ dJ..scharo; / 15 ) A ( -0.2) ) ) ; 
Figure B.S. Simulink function block for battery bank 
~ f v res > 150 
e:1d 
if -pgrid > 150000 
deg_ f = 0 ; 
deg_ p = O; 
t ·.Jrbl.:Je_p 1 50000 ; 
e :1d 
~t -pg~2d >= 5 00JO && -pgrid <= 15 0000 
e:'".!d 
d e g f d e l f; 
deg_p = 300000 ; 
turb~ne_p = -~gr1d; 
~f -pqr l.d < 5 0 000 
deg_ f = del_f; 
deg_p = 300000 ; 
c· . .n:t::1:1e_p = O : 
e::1d 
~f c·..1rbi:1e_p < 0 
turb 1.:1e_p = 0 ; 
e:1d 
Figure B.9. Part of the code in supervisory controller 
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